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SKI Perspective 
The control rods and drives of a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) represent highly 
redundant systems, serving reactivity shutdown, one of the main safety functions.  

Bakground 

An earlier data collection on Common Cause Failures (CCFs) for control rod and drives 
at the BWRs of former Asea-Atom design, comprising 9 units in Sweden and Olkiluoto 
1 and 2 in Finland, covered operational years 1983 - 1995 (SKI Report 1996:77). 

Purpose

The main purpose of this project has been to update the earlier CCF data collection on 
control rods and drives, to cover operating experiences till end of 2003, with the 
objective to report the data also to ICDE project (International Common Cause Failure 
Data Exchange). 

Results

From the set of 72 candidate cases, altogether 27 actual or more significant potential 
CCFs were screened out. Special emphasis was placed to identify any multiple failure 
or degradation indicating that adjacent rods would be more vulnerable to failure, 
because such phenomena are far more critical for the scram function as compared to 
failure of randomly placed rods. Only slight tendency of position dependence could be 
determined. Another positive insight was that the events, where foreign objects caused 
the jamming of rod insertion, were separated by both substantial time difference and/or 
spatial distance within the core. The exploration of CCF cases showed that the most 
prevalent factor in the CCF mechanisms was the time coupling by sequencing 
maintenance into refueling outages. Essential contributing factors were changes, 
deviations or errors in maintenance or replace parts, in combination with the time 
coupling.

There is an evident general declining trend in the failure frequencies when comparing 
the earlier and more recent observation period. The quantitative analysis included a 
reference application which resulted in probability estimates of 3.0E-3, 1.1E-4 and 
4.3E-6 for critical CCFs of screw insertion, hydraulic insertion and both functions, 
respectively. These results are higher than in the reference application of the earlier 
study, but not directly comparable owing mostly to the differences in the failure criteria 
for the application plants. 

Effects on SKI Regulatory Work 

Data collected and now evaluated are important elements in the overall safety review 
and follow-up of the behavior of components, systems belonging to safe shut-down 
function. The developed methods and collected data are utilized in the ongoing PSA 
updates for the Swedish BWRs and Olkiluoto 1 and 2. The updated knowledge about 
the behavior of control rods and drives will also be important elements in the analysis of 
applications from the licensees on fulfillment of modern design according to the new 
regulation SKIFS 2004:2, in Sweden. 



Continued Work 

This particular work will now be terminated by publication of this report. However, 
recommendations given have to be further reflected over and lessons have to be learnt, 
e.g., on quality of reporting and impact vector analyses in the quantitative evaluations to 
be done on potential and real dependent failures.

Project Information 

Project leader at SKI has been Ralph Nyman RA. 

SKI-reference: SKI 03/0866 

Project number: 23155 

Project status reports and work reports are to be found on the Internet site of Nordic 
PSA
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Summary
The control rod and drives in a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) constitute a highly 
redundant system. The reliability of the system is determined by how well the design 
withstands dependencies, as Common Cause Failures (CCFs). This report upgrades an 
earlier data collection on CCFs of control rod and drives (SKI Report 1996:77) to more 
recent years, with the objective to report the data to ICDE project (International 
Common Cause Failure Data Exchange) and to the safety analysts in the Nordic 
countries.

The operating experiences were analyzed at the BWRs of former Asea-Atom design, 
comprising 9 units in Sweden and Olkiluoto 1 and 2 in Finland, covering years 1983 – 
2003.

A new logical scheme was developed to classify interconnected failure modes of the 
two redundant functions for reactivity shutdown, fast hydraulic insertion and slower 
screw insertion of control rods. The scheme makes an explicit distinction between the 
different attributes of the failure event: 

affected function 

affected movement direction 

detectability

criticality, i.e. inoperable control rod function versus only degraded functionality 

Another novel idea emerged for grouping the events according to generic failure 
mechanism. The generic classes will help to organize and structure the information 
efficiently, because in most cases within a class, the failure modes prove to be same, or 
there are only a few alternatives to chose from. From the set of 72 candidate cases, 
altogether 27 actual or more significant potential CCFs were screened out. Special 
emphasis was placed to identify any multiple failure or degradation indicating that 
adjacent rods would be more vulnerable to failure, because such phenomena are far 
more critical for reactivity shutdown as compared to failure of randomly placed rods. 
Only slight tendency of position dependence could be determined. Another positive 
insight is that the events, where foreign objects caused the jamming of rod insertion, 
were separated by both substantial time difference and/or spatial distance within the 
core. The exploration of CCF cases showed that the most prevalent factor in the CCF 
mechanisms was the time coupling by sequencing maintenance into refueling outages. 
Essential contributing factors were design changes, deviations or errors in maintenance 
or new types of replacement parts, accompanied by unexpected influences. An evident 
positive trend could be observed both for single failures and CCFs . 

Impact Vectors were used to expresses the conditional failure probability for the various 
multiplicity in CCF events, linking event analysis to the estimation of CCF model 
parameters. A reference application was made for the Forsmark 1 and 2 plant. The 
Common Load Model was used as parametric CCF model, which proved to be a 
practicable approach. This method provides a consistent handling of failure 
combinations and workable extension to evaluate localized dependence between 
adjacent control rod and drives. 

Also international experience and reference information were surveyed. 
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The developed methods and collected data are utilized in the ongoing PSA updates for 
the Swedish BWRs and Olkiluoto 1 and 2. 

Review – within the project a detailed and project extern review has been performed, 
covering also the older CCF events. This do now quarantee that the CCF data for the 
control rods and drives in Swedish and Finnish BWR:s during the observation period 
1983 – 2003, now can be judged as quality assured. 

Limitations

The scope of this project was limited to collection, analysis and classification of CCF 
data, and reference application using the industry average of pooled data. It has not been 
the scope of this project to perform more comprehensive probabilistic studies on e.g., 
positive learning trends, impact of plant specific design details or different amount of 
failing control rods at different operational conditions in the reactor vessel and with 
different safety and support systems in operation.  

It has either been the scope to analyze and to resolve the behavior of the thermal 
hydraulics codes used by the licensees and fuel vendors (e.g., POLCA, RELAP, 
BISON) to estimate influences and impact of reactor physics (e.g., fuel temperature, 
fuel cladding temperature, influence of void for core cooling) at failed insertion of 
adjacent control rods due to CCFs. 
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Sammanfattning
Styrstavar och deras drivdon (system 222/221) i kokvattenreaktorer (BWR) 
representerar s k  högredundanta system. Tillförlitligheten på styrstavsfunktionen 
bestäms till stora delar på hur bra den är konstruerade för att motså beroende fel, s k  
Common Cause Failures (CCFs). Denna rapport uppdaterar en tidigare datasamling och 
analys av CCFs för styrstavar och drivdon (SKI Rapport 1996:77) i Asea Atom BWR 
anläggningar, som omfattar 9 reaktorblock i Sverige och Olkiluoto 1/2 i Finland. 
Observationsperioden täcker nu åren 1983 – 2003. Syftet med denna uppdatering är att 
rapportera CCF data till det internationella ICDE projektet (International Common 
Cause Failure Data Exchange) och till de som utför säkerhetsanalyser i de nordiska 
länderna.

En ny klassificeringstruktur har utvecklats inom uppdraget som sammanbinder de 
förekommande felmoderna i de två diversifierade funktionerna för reaktoravställningen, 
nämligen:  

den snabba hydrauliska inskjutningen av styrstavar 

den långsammare elektriska inskruvningen av styrstavar. 

Klassningen som utförts skiljer på de väsentliga egenskaper i felhändelserna: 

förhindrad eller degraderad funktion

förhindrad eller degraderad styrstavsmanövrerring 

möjlighet att upptäcka felet 

felets allvarlighetsgrad, d v s  funktionshindrande alt.  ej funktionshindrande fel 
för styrstavsfunktionen 

En ny idé som växt till sig under själva händelseklassningen är att gruppera dessa i s k
generiska felmekanismer. Detta möjliggör en effektiv hantering av händelseinforma-
tionen då klassningen av fel allt som oftast brukar vara likadana inom en viss feltyp 
eller felklass. Från ett urval på inalles 72 identifierade kanditater, har totalt 27 aktuella 
eller mera signifikanta potentiella CCFs kunnat screenas fram. Stor vikt har lagts ner på 
att identifiera multipla fel i intilliggande drivdon/styrstavar eller degradationer som 
indikerar att närliggande styrstavar kan vara mera känsliga för fel, därför att sådana 
felfenomen är mycket mer kritiska för reaktivitetsfunktionen än vid enskilda fel i 
styrstavar som är spridda slumpvist i härdgeometrin. I analysen har endast ett mindre 
antal fel identifierats, som kan relateras till närliggande styrstavar. En annan intressant 
och positiv iaktagelse är att händelser, där främmande föremål förhindrat inmanöver, 
uppvisade en stor spridning i tid då fel inträffat i styrstavar och var de inträffat i härd-
geometrin. Felmekanismerna till inträffade CCFs särpreglas av den starka 
tidskopplingen till underhållsåtgärder som utförs under de årliga revisionsperioderna 
d v s  bränslebytena. De identifierade felmekanismerna har kunnat härledas till bl a  
åtgärder vid byte av reservdelar, konstruktionsändring eller till direkta avvikelser från 
underhållsrutiner, vilka har medfört de oväntade konsekvenserna. Statistiken om både 
enstaka fel och CCFs uppvisar dock en tydlig positiv (sjunkande felfrekvens) trend. 

Impact Vector metoden har använts för att uppskatta betingade sannolikeheter för olika 
varierande felmultiplicitet i CCFs och den s k  Common Load Model har använts som 
kvantifieringsmetod. Modellen har visat sig fungera på ett utmärkt och konsekvent sätt 
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vid behandlingen av bl a  felkombinatoriken. En referenstillämpning har utförts för 
Forsmark 1 och 2. 

Internationella drifterfarenheter har också kartlagts i projektet. 

Den utvecklade metodiken och datainsamlingen används idag i pågående PSA 
uppdateringar vid de svenska BWR anläggningarna samt vid Olkiluoto 1/2. 

Granskning - i projektet har även en utförlig och projektextern granskning utförts av de 
äldre händelserna. Detta garanterar nu att utvärderingen av CCFs i styrstavar och 
drivdon vid svenska och finska BWR anläggningar, under observationsperioden 1983 – 
2003, kan anses vara kvalitetssäkrade enligt bästa förmåga. 

Begränsningar

Projektets omfattning är begränsad till insamling, analys och klassificering av CCF data 
samt till en referenstillämpning, i vilken medelvärden använts utifrån insamlade CCF 
data. I projektet har det inte utförts några mera omfattande probabilistiska analyser 
avseende trender i händelsedata eller av inverkan i anläggningsspecifika konstruktions-
skillnader, ej heller av växelverkan av olika antal felande styrstavar vid olika 
driftförhållanden kombinerat med kreditering av olika säkerhetssystem och driftsystem. 

Projektet har inte heller berört problematiken i termohydrauliska och reaktorfysikaliska 
beräkningsprogram (t ex  POLCA, RELAP, BISON) som kan användas för att analysera 
inverkan av reaktorfysik (t ex  bränsletemperatur, cladding temperatur, inverkan av void 
för härdkylning) vid felande styrstavsinskjutning av närliggande stavar. 
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1 Project Description 
This project is conducted as part of the R&D activity of Nordic PSA Group (NPSAG), 
which is cooperation forum of the Nordic utilities and authorities. The project is also 
related to the collection of Common Cause Failure (CCF) data within ICDE project 
(International Common Cause Failure Data Exchange). 

1.1 Background and General Objectives 

The project is aimed at updating the earlier CCF analysis of Control Rod and Drive 
Assemblies (CRDAs), which was completed in 1996 [SKI-R-96:77].  The data 
collection covers all Swedish BWRs and Finnish Olkiluoto 1 and 2, altogether eleven 
BWR units all designed by former Asea-Atom. Upgraded CCF event data will be 
transferred to ICDE database. 

1.2 Reactivity Shutdown Systems 

The reactor (reactivity) shutdown can be accomplished in two modes of speed: 

Hydraulic insertion of the control rods for fast reactor scram 

Screw insertion of the control rods for normal reactor shutdown 

Safety-critical failures divide thus up into three functional failure modes: failure of 
either one of the two functions, or concurrent failure of both functions. 

The safety systems connected to reactor shutdown are presented in Table 1-1. The trip 
of the Recirculation Pumps contributes to the reactivity shutdown and maintaining 
subcritical condition in the shutdown state. Boron injection is used to maintain the  
subcritical condition in long term in the shutdown state. The interplay and functional 
dependencies of the reactor shutdown systems are modeled in plant-specific PSAs. This 
CCF analysis focuses on control rods and drives, constituting functional super-
components called as Control Rod and Drive Assembly (CRDA). The design and 
boundary description will be covered in Chapter 2, using Olkiluoto 1 and 2 as example 
plant.

Table 1-1 Reactor shutdown systems and selected connected systems in
Olkiluoto 1 and 2 (BWRs designed by the former Asea-Atom). 

# System Acronym 

222 Control Rods ROD 

221 Control Rod Drives CRD CRDA 

532 Control System of Motor Drives   

533 Instrumentation and Electromechanical 
Equipment for Control Rod Position Indication 

354 Hydraulic Scram System HSS 

516 Reactor Protection System RPS 

535 Control System of Recirculation Pumps  

351 Boron System  
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1.3 Statistical Observation Period 

The earlier observation period 1983 – 1995 is extended to cover further years up to and 
including 2003. The data of Olkiluoto 1 and 2 were collected in the earlier stage also for 
years 1981 – 82 but those years are not included in the summarized data in order to have 
consistent observation period for all reactor units. Olkiluoto 1 and 2 will be denoted as 
OL1/OL2 and also by the earlier convention T1/T2 in tables as well as in event 
database.

1.4 Special Objectives, Scope and Work Flow 

This upgrading stage was preceded by survey task [NAFCS-PR09], and preparation of 
project plan. The tasks and specific objectives of the project are following: 

Updating the failure event database of the CRDAs up to and including year 2003, 
also verification of the event analysis for the earlier period (1983-95) for the 
Swedish BWRs, regarding the affected function, criticality and detectability 

Comparison of the event analysis and classifications with respect to collected 
component failure event data, so called TUD database 

Identification of actual and potential CCFs, and generic failure mechanisms that are 
possible CCF mechanisms 

Classification of screened actual and more significant potential CCFs for reporting 
to ICDE 

Learning qualitative insights about the trends and effective CCF defenses 

Review of the international data and comparison with our data 

Quantitative analysis and reference application to a selected plant unit 

Substantial contribution was obtained from the participating plants in tracking historical 
and design information. Two working meetings were arranged during the project. In 
addition, the work status, results and findings were discussed in the meetings of 
Swedish National ICDE Group, and in a separate meeting in Olkiluoto with TVO’s 
specialists. The CCF analysis was reviewed near to the completion by Westinghouse 
Electric Sweden AB, successor of former Asea-Atom AB, designer/vendor of Nordic 
BWRs [SEO 06-147]. 

The classification of CCFs follows the general coding guideline and specific guide for 
CRDA [ICDE-CG00, ICDE-CG09]. The overall scheme of CCF analysis is presented in 
Figure 1-1. 

1.5 Project Documentation 

This summary report provides a general description of conducting the project tasks, 
used methodology and procedures, and principal information about the processed event 
data and results. The detailed working documentation of the project is compiled in the 
form of work reports, database packages and notes, and meeting notes. All 
documentation is in electronic form, organized and stored on the NPSAG Web Site. No 
explicit referencing is made here in the summary report text to the working 
documentation in order to reduce the clutter of text. It shall be emphasized that more 
details and explanations can be found for every aspect of the project in the working 
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documentation. Access to the working documentation will be given for professional use 
(contact members of NPSAG or author). 

Figure 1-1. Flow scheme of information in the event analysis and classification, and 
evaluation for quantitative analysis. 
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2 System and Component Descriptions 
Olkiluoto 1 and 2 is used as example plant to describe CRDA design of the Nordic 
BWRs. A schematic picture of CRDA is presented in Fig.2-1. 

2.1 Design of Control Rods and Drives 

CRDA is constituted of a single absorbent rod (ICDE acronym ROD) along with drive 
unit (ICDE acronym CRD), see Table 1-1. It is sensible to consider these two parts 
together from functional and PSA modeling point of view, i.e. as a functional module, 
called often as “super-component”. Term “component” is used here in its general 
meaning. Depending on the context it can mean the whole super-component, one of the 
two main components (ROD, CRD) or some sub-component such as drive nut. In the 
case of the whole super-component, acronym CRDA is preferred to avoid ambiguity. It 
has to be noticed that CRDA is the “component” in ICDE vocabulary. 

2.1.1 Control rods 

The absorbent rod has a horizontal cross-section like a cross ( ) and moves in the gap 
between four adjacent fuel elements. The absorbent rod is steered within the gap of the 
fuel elements and separated from the fuel elements by guide plates, which are attached 
by screws. The control rod is inserted from bottom upwards to the core. 

The number control rods is 121 in Olkiluoto 1 and 2. See population information in 
Table 2-1 for the number of control rods in other considered reactor units. 

2.1.2 Drives
Briefly described, the drive has dual functions: 

Hydraulic piston function for fast insertion (fast reactor scram) 

Electro-mechanical screw insertion/withdrawal (fine motion for power regulation, 
and normal reactor shutdown and start-up) 

The normal full stroke time is about 4 seconds for hydraulic insertion and about 4 
minutes for screw insertion. 

The piston tube is connected to the rod shaft with a bayonet coupling. The piston tube 
penetrates the bottom of the reactor vessel. The penetration is equipped with multistage 
sealing. The lower end of the piston tube rests on the drive nut by the weight of the 
control rod. The drive nut can be moved upwards/downwards by the drive motor, which 
rotates the drive screw, providing the fine motion and accurate positioning of the 
control rod. In hydraulic insertion the piston tube is locked in the uppermost position by 
a latch. The latch is unlocked when the drive nut is driven up and reaches the lower end 
of the piston tube.

The fast scram signal, so called SS-signal from the Reactor Protection System (RPS), 
which primarily actuates the hydraulic insertion, is automatically followed by an 
actuation command to screw insertion, so called V-signal. The drive nut is then driven 
up to reach the lower end of the piston tube after a hydraulic insertion. In the case of 
failed hydraulic insertion the screw function can complete the insertion. The hydraulic 
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Figure 2-1. Schematic diagram of the Control Rod and Drive Assembly in 
Olkiluoto 1 and 2. 
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force of insertion is about six-fold compared to the weight of control rod when 
immersed in water. The screw function provides about the same lifting force. 

The drive motor is protected against overloading in the case of high friction (torque) or 
jamming by slip coupling (so called moment trip). 

2.1.3 CRDA boundary 
The electric power supply to the drive motors is divided over four redundant diesel-
backed buses in Olkiluoto 1 and 2. The electric power supply to the instrumentation and 
control circuits is divided over four redundant battery-backed buses. The CRDA 
component boundary with respect to electric power supply systems is as standard: the 
local contactors and protective devices are counted as part of the CRDA, compare to the 
detailed boundary description in [T-Book 6]. 

The scram signal bypasses any power regulation commands, minimizing the 
contribution of the Control System of Motor Drives with respect to failure of screw 
insertion in demand. The drive-specific control circuits after RPS end relays are 
considered as part of the CRDA. 

The position measurement serves power regulation and operational/test purposes, with 
practically no direct impact on the safety functions of the CRDA. The position of the 
control rod can be indicated with an accuracy of 1 % (accuracy in practice, TechSpec 
requirement is 2 %). Additional indications are provided to verify the fully inserted 
position (0 %) and completely withdrawn position (100 %), and inform about the 
separation of the drive nut from the lower end of piston tube. The last one is particularly 
important (for operational aims) in order to notice such a condition that the control rod 
will not follow the drive nut but is jammed at withdrawal. 

2.2 Test Arrangements and Operational Aspects 

Following different types of periodic tests are currently in use in Olkiluoto 1 and 2: 

Movement tests of 2 % every 2 weeks; the operational groups of CRDAs are tested 
sequentially

Movement tests of 5 % once per year during power operation, typically at the mid 
of power operating cycle; the operational groups of CRDAs are tested sequentially 

Annual RPS tests in the end of annual refueling/overhaul outage. These tests can be 
regarded as effective as actual demands in detecting latent failures both for 
hydraulic and screw insertion function. These tests are especially aimed at checking 
the operability of the systems (safety functions) after maintenance actions. 

Reactor scrams occur with an average rate of about twice per year, see statistical 
information in Table 2-1. Reactor scrams constitute effectively significant supplement 
to annual RPS tests. Controlled shutdowns are done with an average rate of also about 
twice per year. Their role as functional tests is important in detecting latent failures that 
affect screw insertion function, not detectable in periodic movement tests. During power 
operation the selected control rods (all belonging either to “white” or “black” control 
rods) are moved according to the specified sequence to compensate fuel burning. The 
frequency of movements and maneuvered control rods vary during power operating 
cycle. For simplicity they are not  credited in the reliability analysis of screw insertion 
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function by side of the relatively frequent periodic movement tests. This simplification 
is conservative. 

Table 2-1 Number of reactor scrams in power operation state during
observation period 1983 – 2003. 

Reactor unit
Year B1 B2 F1 F2 F3 O1 O2 O3 R1 T1 T2 Sum Per r-yr

Number of 
control rods

109 109 161 161 169 112 109 169 157 121 121

1983 2 6 2 4 8 4 3 4 3 36 4.00
1984 1 3 2 1 8 2 2 2 4 25 2.78
1985 6 0 0 7 (30) 7 6 7 3 3 39 4.33
1986 3 1 1 4 4 7 1 2 1 3 0 27 2.45
1987 1 1 1 1 2 4 3 3 2 4 0 22 2.00
1988 0 2 1 2 2 7 2 3 5 2 0 26 2.36
1989 3 2 3 1 1 1 3 3 2 3 3 25 2.27
1990 0 2 3 1 2 2 2 0 5 1 1 19 1.73
1991 2 2 1 0 0 5 1 2 1 1 2 17 1.55
1992 0 6 0 1 2 2 0 1 0 3 6 21 1.91
1993 1 1 2 2 1 n/a 4 2 3 2 1 19 1.90
1994 0 5 0 1 1 n/a 3 2 0 1 0 13 1.30
1995 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 13 1.18
1996 0 0 0 3 0 6 1 0 0 4 2 16 1.45
1997 2 5 2 1 1 5 2 0 2 2 2 24 2.18
1998 0 4 3 1 1 4 1 1 2 2 1 20 1.82
1999 2 2 0 0 1 4 4 0 1 1 1 16 1.45
2000 n/a 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 6 0.60
2001 n/a 3 0 0 0 3 1 1 0 1 1 10 1.00
2002 n/a 0 2 1 2 4 0 0 1 1 0 11 1.10
2003 n/a 0 1 3 0 9 3 0 0 1 0 17 1.70

In total 74 68 36 46 22 164 75 24 71 129 67 776

Years from 23 26 23 23 18 25 27 18 27 24 23 257
commissioning

SUBSET OF EVENT ANALYSIS YEARS: 1983-1995
Scrams 19 31 17 27 16 53 32 21 32 30 24 302 2.24
Reactor years 13 13 13 13 10 11 13 10 13 13 13 135

SUBSET OF EVENT ANALYSIS YEARS: 1996-2003
Scrams 4 14 9 9 6 37 13 3 6 12 7 120 1.43
Reactor years 4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 84

OBSERVATION PERIOD IN TOTAL: 1983-2003
Scrams 23 45 26 36 22 90 45 24 38 42 31 422 1.93
Reactor years 17 21 21 21 18 19 21 18 21 21 21 219

Notes:     n/a= Oskarshamn 1 was shut down during 1993-94 for backfitting,
Barsebäck 1 was permanently shut down on 30 November 1999
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3 Analysis of Failure Modes and Types 
This chapter defines the failure modes and generic failure types, and presents the 
distribution of observed component events with respect to these classifications. Also 
trends are discussed. 

3.1 Overview of reported failures 

The observation period is 1983 – 2003, compare to the discussion in Section 1.3 
regarding specific coverage of calendar years for certain reactor units. An overview of 
event statistics is shown in Table 3-1, where the data are divided up into earlier 
observation period 1983-95 and upgrade period 1996-2003. There is a clear reduction 
both in the rate of reported events and component events. Some specific trend analyses 
will be presented in Section 3.5. 

Table 3-1 Overall summary of the event data. 

As for general interest, the distribution of (all) component events over plant systems is 
shown in Fig.3-1. A reported event can contain one or several component events. The 
count of component events is, however, not very reliable for the part of failures in I&C 
systems (532, 533), because they include reported cases that have affected many or all 
CRDAs, but the number of affected CRDAs is not clearly reported. The location of

Figure 3-1 Distribution of all component events over plant systems. 

Variable 1983-95 1996-2003 1983-2003
Calendar years 13 8 21
Reactor years (ry) 135 84 219
Event reports, all 483 226 709
Reports/reactor year 3.6 2.7 3.2
Component events, all 663 272 935
- inside CRDA boundary and 
affecting automatic function 394 112 506

Component events, all/ry 4.9 3.2 4.3
- inside CRDA boundary and 
affecting automatic function 2.9 1.3 2.3

Observation period

541

57

60

277
221 Control Rod Drives

222 Control Rods

532 Control System of Motor Drives

533 Control Rod Position Monitoring
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such failures is outside the boundary of CRDA. The details are not tracked further for 
the events in monitoring and manual control functions, and power regulation function 
being outside the scope of CCF analysis. The focus will be on the failures, or 
degradations with potential to failure, of automatic function (hydraulic or screw 
insertion, or both), and located inside the boundary of CRDA. The total number of 
component events under focus is thus 495. 

There is significant unit-to-unit variation in the number of events but these distributions 
are not presented here, owing to different types of biases, e.g. reporting practices can 
differ between the plants for non-critical events. A general aspect is that the number of 
events evidently declines from the older to newer design generations. Each design 
generation, in a smaller degree in the most modern generation, has been affected by 
different generic failure problems, often showing up as clusters of component events 
during periods of one or a few years. The qualitative insights from these problems will 
be discussed in the coming sections. 

3.2 Definition of Failure Modes and Types 

Because of the interconnections between the failure mechanisms affecting hydraulic 
insertion and motor drive function, a special logical scheme was developed to consider 
the both functions in parallel, Table 3-2. The logical scheme shows principal 
relationships between the attributes. This procedure represents a new methodological 
approach developed already in the earlier stage [TV_RSCCE].  

3.2.1 Failure Modes 
The classification frame of failure modes makes an explicit distinction between four 
different attributes of the event (actual or potential failure), see Table 3-2: 

Affected function (Fun) 

Affected movement direction (Dir) 

Detectability (Det) 

Criticality (Cri) 

The classified failure mode (FMode) of an event constitutes of the combination of the 
four attributes, for example FMode = DI.SC. 

The definition of three safety functions (Fun = D/H/C) were already discussed in 
Chapter 2. 

The criticality of failures is classified as critical or non-critical, Cri = C/N. Repair-
critical cases (safety insertion unavailable during repair time, but not else) are not 
separated but included in non-critical class, for simplicity. The repair-critical events of 
CRDAs have relatively small impact, and are not specifically modeled in PSA. 

In general, failures that affect only withdrawal are consistently classified as non-critical. 
If the slip coupling protection (high torque trip, called also as moment trip) actuated 
first in withdrawal, and there is no clear evidence that the trip could have occurred in 
insertion if the insertion had been the first movement direction, the event is classified 
for Dir = O, even though the trip disables insertion until the recovery from the failure 
and/or reset of slip coupling. Besides, this kind of event is classified as non-critical. The 
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argument is that criticality is considered with respect to automatic safety function, 
where insertion is the first movement direction.  

Table 3-2 Failure Mode classification and Generic Failure Types of CRDA. 

AFFECTED FAULT
FUNCTION AND MOVEMENT DIRECTION DETECTABILITY AND CRITICALITY

H I T
C

C B S
N

D O R

A N M

P Not applicable

R Special initiator

AFFECTED FUNCTION FAULT DETECTBILITY
H Hydraulic function L Latent faults
D Motor drive function T Detectable in periodic movement tests
C Common to hydraulic and motor drive function S Detectable only in scram test or demand
A Automation and instrumentation, including R Refueling outage: overhaul inspections

position measurement and maintenance
M Monitored faults (detected shortly by

AFFECTED MOVEMENT DIRECTION instrumentation or process symptoms)
I Insertion only
B Both directions FAULT CRITICALITY
O Withdrawing only C Critical
N Neutral or negligible N Noncritical

SPECIAL CLASSES
P Preventive, scheduled maintenance,

undertaken in plant shutdown state
R Rod drop or inadvertent withdraval,

special type of initiator

GENERIC CLASSES OF FAILURE MECHANISMS
AxelS High friction in axel seals of drive
CntrB Control board failure
CrRod Cracking of control rod
DChkV Drive check valve blocked
ErrRM Faults introduced in repair or maintenance
FrObj Foreign object, jamming Special classes
FuIns Fully inserted position, jammed into pos. = 0% PrevM Preventive maintenance
MetPd Metal powder problem at TVO I in 1989-90 RDrop Rod drop or inadvertent withdrawal
MTrip Moment trip
NutSp Drive nut separation at pos. > 0%
PosMs Position measurement failure
SLeak Seal leaks, external leaks

Withdrawing

Insertion

Motor drive

Hydraulic Movem.t

NeutralAutomation

Preventive maintenance

Monitored

Critical

Noncritical
Both

Rod drop/withdrawal

Scram

Latent faults

Refueling
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The failures divide up into monitored and latent failures with respect the possibility of 
detection (attribute Det, “detectability” in Table 3-2). It is of uttermost importance to 
keep monitored failures (detected directly or with negligible delay through 
instrumentation/alarm or process symptoms) strictly separate from latent failures. 
Because of the absence of latent time, the monitored failures have drastically smaller 
unavailability impact than latent failures. The monitored failures of CRDA are mostly 
detected through instrumentation/alarm. 

The detectability of latent failures is divided into three classes, Table 3-2. The following 
rationale is used in the classification: 

Class T holds all latent failures that are detected in the periodic movement tests during 
power operation, and also the latent failures, which are occasionally detected 
by other way, but had been detected in the next periodic movement test. This 
class does not apply to the failure of CRDA affecting only hydraulic insertion. 

Class S contains the events that are detected in actual scram or scram test, and are not 
possible (likely) to be detected in periodic movement test. For screw insertion 
function, the actuation of so called V trip corresponds to actual demand. 

Class R covers the failures, which are captured in post-maintenance test, and would 
remain as latent in the absence of an efficient post-maintenance test. 
Especially, this class holds failures induced in the overhaul during refueling 
and captured in subsequent tests latest during start-up. The maximum latent 
time of the events in this class starts in the beginning of maintenance. If the 
failure had been latent before maintenance and is critical for the component 
function, it shall be classified in T or S. Any incipient or other non-critical 
degradation detected in maintenance, e.g. through specific inspection methods, 
having produced no or only insignificant symptoms in the preceding periodic 
tests and operation, will be put into class R. 

It has to be emphasized that the detectability classes deal with the possibility of 
detection and not directly with actual detection. ICDE classification for detection of 
CCF events (ICDE field C6) concerns the actual way of detection. The detectability as 
defined here is more related to latent time (ICDE field C2-2) but expressed by 
categories not as number of days. For example, a latent failure of drive motor can 
(coincidentally) be detected in a scram (plant transient). But basically it is possible to 
detect in the next periodic movement test. Thus its detectability class is T, i.e. the 
maximum latent time is the interval of periodic movement tests. 

A part of the failures related to screw function are detected in operational rod 
movements, e.g. in compensation of fuel burn-up. Treating operational movements as a 
separate class would be very complicated because of the variation in the movement 
extent and periodicity, and in the subset of involved control rods. For simplicity, these 
cases are classified either T or S, depending on the length of rod movement. If it is felt 
uncertain whether the failure could have been detected in the next movement test, it 
should be (possibly conservatively) be classified as S. 

The distribution of failures with respect detectability attribute, especially regarding the 
efficiency of periodic movement tests, will be discussed further in the following 
sections. A summary will be presented in Section 3.6 in the connection to estimating the 
mean unavailability of CRDA. 
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3.2.2 Generic Failure Types 
The pioneering work with the event analysis of OL1/OL2 data showed, that it is best to 
start with grouping of the events according to generic types of failure mechanisms. 
These are defined in the lower part of Table 3-2 representing another new 
methodological approach developed in this study. The generic classes will help to 
organize and structure the information very efficiently, because in most cases within a 
class, the failure modes prove to be same, or there are only a few alternatives to chose 
from. About 10% of cases remain as miscellaneous, non-generic type, collected in class 
Other. Most of these “non-classified” events are non-critical events. 

Special emphasis was placed on the failure mechanisms which are - directly or 
potentially - related to jamming: these include FrObj, FuIns, NutSp, MetPd (a specific 
problem which affected OL1 in 1989-90), AxelS, MTrip and CrRod classes. The 
characteristics of the failure types will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 
Special attention was also directed to identify any concurrent degradation or failure 
symptoms of adjacent rods. 

Failures of the position indication, generic class PosMs, have generally no direct 
influence on the reactor scram function. They are then classified as failure modes 
AN.*N (* stands for any Det = T|S|R). Most failures of position indication are recorded 
onto system 533, but not systematically. Some events which are related to mechanical 
devices for position indication may have been coded onto system 221. 

The failure class of rod drop/inadvertent withdrawal is added for completeness. It 
represents a different category of failure consequence, being initiating events of 
transient sequences. Inadvertent withdrawal of control rods by operator error belongs 
also to this class. 

3.3 Qualitative Insights of Failure Types 

The summary of Generic Failure Classes (GClass) is presented in Table 3-3. Classes 
FrObj, AxelS and MTrip cover the bulk of the critical failures, about 75%. Some 
explanations to Table 3-2 are listed below: 

Control board failures in system 532 (CntrB) have all been monitored failures, i.e. 
no latent failures, and all outside the component boundary of CRDA, belonging to 
explicitly modeled functional dependencies 

All position measurement (PosMs) events are non-critical per definition 

Drive nut separation (NutSp) and jamming in fully inserted position (FuIns) are 
classified as non-critical because they disable only withdrawal 

Only events which disable one or both insertion functions are classified as critical. 

CntrB and PosMs events are outside the scope of CCF analysis as discussed above. 
Subtracting them yields the number of 506 for component events under focus. The 
following subsections discuss the prevalent insights about the failure types within the 
focus.

The discussion of failure mechanisms here is limited to the phenomena that showed up 
in the reported failures and degradations during the observation period. Another earlier  
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Table 3-3 Fractional contribution of Generic Failure Classes (GClass) with respect 
to all component events and critical failures. Classes are sorted in the 
descending order of contribution. The definitions of functions and classes 
are presented in Table 3-2, except CntrB that represents failures of 
control boards in control system for motor drives (532),outside CRDA 
component boundary . 

Table 3-4 Distribution of failure mode attributes for FrObj events. 

GClass Critical Non-critical In total Percent of 
total

PosMS 0 412 412 44%
MTrip 97 32 129 14%
FrObj 7 87 94 10%
Other 24 49 73 8%
CrRod 0 49 49 5%
MetPd 0 45 45 5%
AxelS 24 4 28 3.0%
ErrRM 7 19 26 2.8%
CntrB 6 11 17 1.8%
NutSp 0 16 16 1.7%
RDrop 0 13 13 1.4%
SLeak 0 13 13 1.4%
FuIns 0 8 8 0.9%
DChkV 6 0 6 0.6%
PrevM 0 6 6 0.6%
Sum 171 764 935 100%

D H C
MTrip 97 97 57%
Other 21 3 24 14%
AxelS 24 24 14%
FrObj 4 2 1 7 4%
ErrRM 7 7 4%
CntrB 6 6 4%
DChkV 6 6 4%
Sum 159 11 1 171 100%

Function affected Sum of 
critical

Percent of 
criticalGClass

Fun Dir T S Sum T S R Sum
D I/B 4 4

O 70 8 7 85
H I 2 2
C I 1 1 2 2

Criticality and Detectability
Critical events Non-critical events
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study considers more broadly potential CCF mechanisms such as bending of fuel boxes, 
swelling of control rod plates, and cranking of control rods/rod shafts [SPC 99-048]. 
The referred study concludes that the CCF risk should be below cut-off level 10-7 for the 
failure of both hydraulic and screw insertion. 

The discussion of failure types is organized in the following order related to functional 
influence:

Foreign and other loose objects which can affect both screw and hydraulic insertion 
(FrObj, FuIns, NutSp, RDrop, MetPd, CrRod) 

High torque phenomena affecting screw insertion (AxelS, MTrip) 

Special failure mechanisms affecting hydraulic insertion (DChkV, Other) 

Supplementary classes (ErrRM, Sleak, PrevM) 

The used order is not perfect, there are some overlapping in influences. 

3.3.1 Foreign objects (FrObj) 
This class contains all events where a foreign object or some loose internal object is 
present in the failure mechanism. The objects can be divided up into following 
categories depending on the origin: 

Intra-vessel objects such as screws or screw heads detached from fuel element, 
guide plates of control rod, lock pins detached from the connection of control rod to 
shaft, steel bars detached from thermo element cage, and broken graphite tightening 
rings and their springs from upper seals of piston tube, and pieces of failed revision 
tools. Critical locations for intra-vessel objects are if they fall down or migrate to 
the space between piston tube and guide tube, or to seal seat, where the object can 
affect both hydraulic and screw function. 

Extra-vessel objects (in drive house, outside reactor vessel) such as spring parts of 
drive latch and detached parts of drive check valve. A loose object inside drive 
house can hardly affect hydraulic function, and is unlikely to cause jamming of 
screw insertion either.

Predominantly, more than 90% of FrObj events are non-critical as having mostly 
affected only withdrawal, compare to the distribution in Table 3-4. A typical 
consequence is separation of drive nut, i.e. control rod/piston tube is jammed and nut 
alone travels downwards. There are eight events where a foreign object caused a critical 
failure of rod insertion during the observation period: five affected exclusively the 
screw function, two exclusively the hydraulic function, and in one event, at Forsmark 3 
in 1985, both functions failed. All eight events show time or spatial separation, i.e. no 
actual CCF. However, two cases contain some potential to CCF. They are screened out 
and will be discussed further in Chapter 4. 

The distribution of FrObj events with respect to failure mode attributes, Table 3-4, leads 
to several insights. Non-critical events concentrate on screw withdrawal. Only two non-
critical events affected both functions, screw withdrawal disabled and somewhat 
increased hydraulic insertion time (CCF Case R1.12, to be discussed further in 
Section 4.2.5). Else, the FrObj events affecting insertion have been directly critical, i.e. 
not given any symptoms at incipient stage in insertion. In one of the critical FrObj 
events, both screw insertion and withdrawal were disabled (FMode = DB.TC). In this 
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particular case the withdrawal of the same CRDA was disabled twice during the 
previous operating cycle. No foreign object was found, only scratches on piston tube 
(CRDA = U45, reports F2-RO-018/91, -026/91, -028/92). 

3.3.2 Jamming into Fully Inserted Position (FuIns) 
The cases, where a control rod is stuck in fully inserted position (so called 0-position), 
and not reported to be caused by a foreign object, are treated as a separate class. This is 
motivated because there are special mechanisms which cause jamming in 0-position as 
compared to intermediate positions. Besides, 0-position is a “safe” failure state. 

3.3.3 Separation of drive nut (NutSp) 
Events of nut separation without observation or indication of foreign object are 
classified separately. It is possible that there are included cases of foreign objects, when 
no causes were found, but events in this class are nevertheless non-critical with respect 
to automatic safety functions. 

3.3.4 Control rod drop (RDrop) 
Free drop of control rod is a special type of initiating event. No such one has occurred 
during the observation period (a rare event in general). In some cases the risk of rod 
drop has been increased, classified as non-critical. Besides, NutSp events have also 
some increased risk to rod drop. This event type is outside the scope of CCF analysis, 
similarly excluded from ICDE data collection, and thus not investigated further. 

3.3.5 Metal Powder (MetPd) 
The metal powder events in TVO 1, in 1989-90, are considered as a disjoint class, 
representing a special failure mechanism described in more detail in [TV_RSCCE]. The 
problem was acute over one power cycle showing up in three event clusters, many 
CRDAs jamming into fully inserted position.  The three clusters are considered as 
potential CCF cases, discussed further in Chapter 4. 

3.3.6 Control rod cracking (CrRod) 
Cracking was detected in several control rods at Forsmark 2, Ringhals 1 and both TVO 
units, at about the same time during power cycle 1992/93. The cracking phenomena was 
at incipient status, representing a possible CCF mechanism. However, the failure 
mechanism was in all cases at very incipient status, thus the CCF risk is not considered 
in more detail. At the TVO units, the affected control rods showed a slight tendency of 
position correlation [TV_RSCCE].

3.3.7 High friction in axel seals (AxelS) 
High friction in the axel seals of drive shaft has caused many critical failures of screw 
insertion, including also several CCFs. The most remarkable failure mechanism was 
warm-up friction binding which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 when 
describing the related CCF events. Another typical cause has been tightly installed 
seals, showing up in two CCF events. Specific improvements have been implemented, 
which can effectively be seen in the declining trend of AxelS event rate as will be 
presented in Section 3.5. 
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3.3.8 Moment trips (MTrip) 
There are 97 events where moment trip, i.e. actuation of slip coupling was part of a 
critical failure of screw insertion. The prevalent causes are 

high friction in piston tube seal/tightening as a result of crud accumulation and/or 
wear-out

crud caused binding of the drive nut and screw, particularly due to graphite dust 

sticking due to castor oil used for lubrication of graphite O-rings 

damaged ball bearings 

failure-prone micro-switches, replaced by more reliable design 

misadjustment and drifting set-point; the adjustment was practically difficult in 
many cases, leading to modifications for less error-prone adjustment and stable set-
point

high inertia/friction at the initial movement phase with respect to desired trip set-
point (eliminated preliminary by trip delaying circuit until permanent design 
modification)

Moment trips due to foreign objects are classified as FrObj. Metal powder problem at 
TVO I in 1989-90 is considered as a separate class MetPd. Similarly, warm-up friction 
binding of axel seals, discussed in the preceding sub-section, is considered as separate 
even though actuated slip coupling. It should be noticed that over-current protection of 
drive motor is considered in supplementary class Other, owing to differences in possible 
causes in comparison to actuation of slip coupling.

In many cases the above mechanisms have contributed in combination. In quite many 
cases, the event report does not clearly describe the root causes, especially if they have 
not been evident by symptoms, and revealed only later when doing corrective 
maintenance (often in the next refueling outage). 

In many cases of MTrip, the control rod could be manually driven after bypassing the 
protection. Besides, in quite many cases, jamming did not repeat after the rod was 
driven to opposite direction for a while (this was also a particular characteristic of FrObj 
class). Classification of criticality was, however, done consistently with respect to 
automatic screw insertion and first attempt. Crudely, in about half of the critical MTrip 
events, manual recovery of insertion function was possible in short time. 

About half of critical failures in MTrip class could be detected in the periodic 
movement tests (FMode = DI.TC), while the other half remained latent till next actual 
screw insertion or other lomger rod movement (FMode = DI.SC). These subsets will be 
considered separately in quantitative analysis. 

3.3.9 Sticking of drive check valve (DChkV) 
This class holds failed or slow hydraulic insertion due to sticking of the check valve at 
hydraulic inlet to drive. There were substantial problems with the initial ball check 
valves of  some units in the 70’ies, including cases where the check valve detached. The 
design was modified in the begin of 80’ies to replace the ball with a disc of plunger 
type, similar to the design in other units. Some problems continued in 80’ies, including 
following:
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Slack spring with tendency of thin spring end climbing up onto next turn of the 
spring, and thus jamming the disc  

Too wide tolerances in the end mounting ring of the spring, allowing the ring to tilt, 
and thus jamming the disc 

Inadequate tolerances of the plunger disc which in combination with surface 
oxidation resulted in jamming tendency 

After further improvements in the design details no more DChkV events have occurred 
since 1993. Despite of the generic character of design problems, the more critical 
DChkV events have fortunately substantial time separation. Only one case is observed 
with potential CCF risk, to be discussed further in Chapter 4.

3.3.10 Other
This class covers miscellaneous hardware failures, e.g. failures of the drive motor, gear-
box, auxiliaries and over-load protection circuit. 

The most remarkable event in this class is dry friction binding in graphite seals of rod 
shaft, causing a CCF which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. Because a 
singular occurrence of this failure mechanism, it is not defined as a disjoint failure class 
but contained in class Other. 

3.3.11 Errors in Repair and Maintenance (ErrRM) 
The reports include several cases where faults were introduced in maintenance and 
detected in post-maintenance test. These are classified separately due to special interest. 
An example is given by the event at Oskarshamn 1 in 1990. In conjunction with the 
control rod operation for starting up from the overhaul outage, a control rod drive 
tripped for over-current. A check of the motor cubicle revealed that one of the three 
fuses of the motor drive had been inadequately tightened. Shortly in connection to 
temporary shutdown, all 336 fuse holders were checked, and play was then found in 48. 
Retightening and checking of the fuse holders is normally included in preventive 
maintenance. 

It should be noticed that in many other classes, a change or deviation in maintenance 
practices may have been among the causes, and the influence was not captured in post-
maintenance test, remaining thus latent until the next test on power or actual demand. 
Observations of these kinds of causes are pointed out in the description of CCF cases 
and taken into account in the quantitative CCF analysis. 

3.3.12 Seal Leakage (SLeak) 
External leaks through the seal system of drive axel are collected into a separate class. 
All are non-critical. 

3.3.13 Preventive Maintenance (PrevM) 
These are scheduled maintenance periods during plant shutdown state, being reported 
only at the TVO units. 
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3.4 Comparison to TUD database 

A general comparison of the event analysis and classifications was made already in the 
earlier stage with respect to TUD database (T Book Version 4), showing drastic 
differences. The primary recommendation was to consider the three functional failure 
modes of CRDA according to as defined in Section 3.2. This practice was implemented 
starting from T Book Version 5. The classification issue was discussed also in the 
survey report [NAFCS-PR09]. 

Generally, the compatibility is now better between the classifications as seen in the 
overall distribution of event count, Table 3-5.  But there are still rather substantial 
differences which should be resolved. The differences can be systematically tracked by 
cross-tabulation (outside the scope of this analysis).

Table 3-5 Comparison of the count of critical failures in TUD (T Book 6) and 
 CCF database (this analysis). 

The most important observation concerns critical events for failure mode CI, one in 
both databases during the common period 1983-2002 . The only event of this category 
in CCF database is the complete jamming due to foreign object in Forsmark 3 in 1985. 
This failure is excluded from TUD database, because the first operation year of a plant 
unit is not covered. Instead, one Olkiluoto 1 event in 1989, jamming in fully inserted 
position by metal powder, is strangely classified with failure mode CI in TUD database. 
In TVO’s failure event database a large number of events were recorded at Unit 1 as 
being caused by the metal powder problem in 1989-90, compare to Table 3-3. The 
functional influence was at worst jamming in the fully inserted position, which has been 
verified once more during this upgrade study. MetPd events will be discussed further in 
Section 4.2.3. 

Another important comment concerns the estimation of reliability parameter for q + .t
– model in the case failure mode DI. The results presented in T-Book may be 
misleading because only part of failures in this mode are detectable in periodic 
movement tests. The issue will be discussed further in Section 3.6 regarding the 
contributions to the mean unavailability. 

The primary recommendation from the database comparisons is that the classifications 
should be done as joint effort for future T Book data compilations and CCF data 
collections. Compare to the similar earlier recommendation in [NAFCS-PR03]. 

Failure mode

Database
Observation 

period

Screw 
insertion, 

exclusively 
DI

Hydraulic 
insertion, 

exclusively 
HI

Hydraulic
& screw 
insertion

CI In total
T-Book 6 1977-2002 246 11 2 259
T-Book 6 1983-2002 198 10 1 209
CCF Database 1983-2002 157 11 1 169
CCF Database 1983-2003 159 11 1 171
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3.5 Trends 

There is evident general declining trend in the frequency of events as noticed in the 
begin of this chapter, compare to Table 3-1. Owing to the biases already discussed, only 
specific trend analyses will be presented for Generic Failure Types FrObj and MTrip, 
including discussion of underlying factors. For many other failure mechanisms, the 
trend is obscured by strong clustering effect. For example, AxelS events concentrate in 
certain periods of a few years in each affected reactor unit, and no more occurrences 
since implemented modifications. 

3.5.1 Trend of FrObj events 
There is a clear declining trend in the frequency of FrObj events, see Fig.3-2. This 
concerns also critical failures, although the statistics is sparse for their part. The trend is 
not purely monotonous, owing to clusters of events in the second half of 90’ies occurred 
in the units of newest design generation. 

 Figure 3-2 Trend of FrObj events. The number of events is normalized in the 
diagram with respect to reactor years of operating units. 
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3.5.2 Trend of MTrip events 
The profile of MTrip events is dominated by concentration of events in the middle 
period 1988-93, due to clusters of events affecting units of middle design generation in 
those years, see Fig.3-3. Since then the trend has been declining. The linear trend line 
and moving average curve are presented in the diagram for critical failures as their 
statistics is sufficient for the purpose. 

 Figure 3-3 Trend of MTrip events. The number of events is normalized in the 
diagram with respect to reactor years of operating units. 
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3.6 Mean unavailability of single CRDA 

The data of critical failures of insertion are summarized and divided up over different 
failure modes in Table 3-6. The first part of the table shows the number of component 
events. The only failure of both functions (FrObj event) occurred in Forsmark 3 in 1985 
during the first year of commercial operation. The actual observation period for this unit 
starts from and including 1986, see Table 2-1. The event is nevertheless conservatively 
included in the data of single failures for the estimation of component unavailability. 
This choice is meaningful in perspective of long term average, because two similar 
complete jamming failures occurred in 1982 due to foreign objects in the older units. 
Compare to more detailed discussion in the survey task report [NAFCS-PR09]. 

The second part of Table 3-6 presents the mean unavailability calculated using the 
following point estimation formula (applicable to latent critical failures): 

Tdfse1
Tf

11
f

q1qu
dsds

s
ss  (1) 

where

qs  = Time- independent part of standby unavailability 

s  = Standby failure rate 

fd  = Frequency of random demands constituting effective tests 

T = Interval of scheduled tests 

For very low demand frequency this approaches approximately qs + ½ . s . T as it 
should be. On the other hand, for very high demand frequency the mean unavailability 
is approximately qs +  s / fd. Time- independent part of standby unavailability qs is 
assumed zero (may be optimistic in the light of data presented in [T-Book 6]). Standby 
failure rate s is derived from the number of component events divided by the total 
number of component years, 29784, see Table 2-1. The frequency of random demands 
is presented also in Table 2-1. 

It is of interest to notice that failures detectable in periodic movement tests have a 
relatively small contribution to the mean unavailability, when directly calculated. They 
can have additional indirect influence through the detection of failures at incipient state 
which could develop critical with respect to actual demand conditions.  

The numeric estimates for the single failure probability are rather close to the generic 
data (to be discussed in Chapter 5). 
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Table 3-6 Summary of the number of critical failures in 1983 – 2003, and 
 point estimate of the mean unavailability for a single CRDA. 
(cy means component year.) 

Number of events/detectability

Function 
affected

Moni-
tored

M

In 
movement 

tests
T

Only in 
demand

S Any
Event
rate Fraction

Screw 
insertion D 15 87 57 159 5.34E-3 /cy 93%

Hydraulic 
insertion H 1 /*1*/ 10 11 3.69E-4 /cy 6%

Both C 1 1 3.36E-5 /cy 0.6%

In total 15 88 68 171 5.74E-3 /cy
Fraction 9% 51% 40%

Mean unavailability/detectability

Function 
affected

Moni-
tored

M

In 
movement 

tests
T

Only in 
demand

S In total
Screw 
insertion D Small 5.84E-5 4.93E-4 5.51E-4

Hydraulic 
insertion H 6.72E-7 1.61E-4 1.62E-4

Both C 8.65E-6 8.65E-6

Notes:   *1* Two FrObj events  were found in scram tests performed due to
jamming symptoms first revealed in periodic movement tests:
divided 50-50% between falure modes HI.TC/HI.SC
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4 Qualitative Analysis of CCFs 
The identified CCF events are summarized with respect to the number of cases in 
Table 4-1. The actual and more significant potential CCFs are listed in Table 4-2. The 
details will be explained and discussed in the following sections. 

4.1 Screening and classification 

The identification of CCFs is carried out in two stages, firstly screening candidate cases 
and secondly selecting out actual and more significant potential CCFs. The output of 
second screening stage is the list of CCF events to be reported to ICDE and to serve as 
input to quantitative analysis (see Table 4-2). 

4.1.1 Screening rules for candidate cases 
The effective time window of initial screening is defined in the following way for the 
different failure modes, compare to [ICDE-CG09]: 

Screw insertion only affected (D):
Component events are on the same power cycle, i.e. not separated by refueling 
outage, which is considered completely effective test/renewal time point for the 
failure modes affecting screw insertion. 

Hydraulic insertion only affected (H):
Same as above. It must be emphasized that CRDA is tested for hydraulic 
insertion function only annually when starting up from refueling outage. The 
periodic tests of hydraulic scram system (354) during power cycle do not cover 
CRDA.

Both hydraulic and screw insertion affected (C): 
Component events are separated at most by one refueling outage, i.e. can be on 
consecutive power cycles. The dependent failures affecting both functions are 
so rare events, that a longer time window is used to capture even weak 
potential CCFs. 

The periodic movement tests, carried out biweekly, may not be efficient for a part of the 
failure mechanisms. Therefore, a wide screening window is used in the first stage for 
failures affecting screw insertion. 

The first screening stage produced a list of 72 closely spaced failure sets, clusters of 
component events, called here as CCF candidate cases.  

A peculiar aspect of dealing with CCF candidates of CRDAs is the presence of event 
clusters where different failure mechanisms occur overlapping, owing to the following 
factors:

Large screening window (one operating year or more in the initial screening)  

Relatively high frequency of component events in general (including degradation 
events) due the large number of components per CCF group 

Concentration of events into refueling outages, especially pronounced in connection 
to certain maintenance campaigns.  
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Table 4-1 Number of cases processed at the two screening stages. 

In fact, the annual number of component events is 2.8 during the first part of 
observation period, which also contains most CCF candidates. Compare to Table 3-1. It 
should be noticed that even in the average, every third operating year contains a CCF 
candidate (72 candidates in 219 operating years, compare to Tables 3-1 and 4-1). 
Consequently, there are clusters containing also purely coincidental closely spaced 
events of different types and causes. In the initial screening such cases are left as 
lumped, called as event clusters, when the possibility of shared underlying causes 
cannot be clearly excluded without more careful investigation, and especially if the 
component events are close on time scale. In Table 4-1, these clusters can be seen by the 
indication of two Generic Failure Classes, or ‘Many’ in that column.  

4.1.2 Selection of more significant cases 
In the second stage, the overlapping failure mechanisms were attempted to separate if 
possible to differentiate with a clear rationale, with the objective to identify CCFs 
according to the basic definition. However, some mixed cases were left, when different 
common causes seem to influence contemporarily and cannot be separated. Shared 
Cause Factor is set as Medium (M) for the mixed cases, see Table 4-2, in contrast to 
default value of High (H) of ordinary CCFs. The five cases of Shared Cause Factor = M 
represent situations were the failure mechanisms are not perfectly known. They are 
mixtures of failure types FrObj, AxelS and MTrip, where the causal mechanisms can 
contribute in combination. For example, increased friction in axel seals and drifting set-
point of slip coupling can lead in combination to torque trip even though each alone 
would be not critical. In Table 4-2, Generic Failure Class is set to most dominant or 
likely failure type  for the mixed cases. 

Affected Generic Failure All Significant
function Class candidates CCF

D FrObj 14 1
AxelS 5 5
MTrip 15 10
MetPd 3 3
NutSp 1
ErrRM 1 2
Other 2
FrObj & AxelS 2
FrObj & MTrip 12 1
AxelS & MTrip 2 1
Many 9
Any 66 23

H FrObj 1 1
DChkV 1 1
Other 1 1
Any 3 3

C FrObj 1 1
CrRod 2
Any 3 1

In total 72 27
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Table 4-2 Actual and more significant potential CCFs. The cases are sorted in the 
following order: Failure Mode, Generic Failure Class and Year. 

Except mixed more complicated cases, the more significant cases are selected using the 
following basic rules: 

Candidate cases including two or more critical component events of the same 
failure mode and failure cause separated at most by one effective test interval are 
regarded as actual CCFs and, of course, included among the more significant cases 

Candidate cases including at least one critical component event and more degraded 
or incipient component events of the same failure mode and failure cause separated 
at most by two effective test intervals are regarded as potential CCFs and included 
among the more significant cases 

Some additional cases with only degraded or incipient component events, i.e. no critical 
failure, are included among the more significant cases owing to special qualitative 

Component Impairment Values Shared Cause and Time Factor
C Complelely failed H High
D Degraded M Moderate
I Incipient L Low

W Working (intact) N None

Case Year Short Description G
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O2.03 1987 Wrong two drives disconnected ErrRM DB.M CC 2 H H
T2.04 1988 Jamming events, likely due to foreign objects FrObj DI.T CD 2 M H
F2.10 2001 Withdrawal failed due to fuel box screw or screw part FrObj DI.T III 3 H L
F2.04 1988 Inadequate lubrication, crud in drive nut MTrip DI.T CC 2 M M
O2.05 1989 Low trip setpoint at initial movement phase MTrip DI.T C^6 5 H M
B1.02 1990 Possibly drifting set point for slip coupling MTrip DI.T C^7 3 H M
B2.03 1993 Too small gap between microswitch and slip coupling MTrip DI.T C^5 5 H H
R1.07 1994 Small adjustment margin MTrip DI.T CC 2 H H
R1.10 1998 Misadjustment of slip coupling MTrip DI.T DD 2 H M
F1.01 1990 Warm-up friction binding in axel seals AxelS DI.S CC 2 H M
F2.05 1991 Warm-up friction binding in axel seals AxelS DI.S CCCC 4 H H
F1.02 1993 Warm-up friction binding in axel seals AxelS DI.S CCCC 4 H M
F1.03 1994 Warm-up friction binding in axel seals AxelS DI.S CC 2 H H
O1.08 1996 High friction in axel seals AxelS DI.S CCC 3 H H
O2.11 2000 Tight axel seals, recently installed AxelS DI.S C^3D^2 3 M M
T1.05 1989 Jammed into fully inserted position MetPd DI.S I^15 15 H H
T1.06 1989 Jammed into fully inserted position MetPd DI.S I^7 7 H H
T1.07 1990 Jammed into fully inserted position MetPd DI.S I^5 5 H H
T2.03 1985 No causes identified MTrip DI.S CC 2 H H
F2.03 1986 Crud in the drive nut MTrip DI.S CC 2 H M
O2.04 1988 Several causes to high torque trips in full-stroke tests MTrip DI.S C^7D^5 9 M H
O2.07 1993 Small adjustment margin MTrip DI.S DC 2 H H
R1.08 1995 Stiffnes of nut, misadjustment of torque trip set point MTrip DI.S CC 2 M M
O2.02 1988 Check valve disc sticking, generic problem DChkV HI.S CCI^32 33 H L
O2.01 1987 Bolt head lodged against seal seat of control rod shaft FrObj HI.S CC 2 H L
R1.06 1993 Dry friction binding in piston tube seals Other HI.S CCCD^4 7 M M
R1.12 1999 Broken springs of tightening FrObj CI.S DD/II 2 H M
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interest. For example, Case F2.10 is included as it represents an instance of position 
correlation, where CCF mechanism affects adjacent CRDAs, though the CCF risk is 
small due to substantial time spread of component events (Time Factor is Low) and 
incipient impairment. 

In the previous phase (in 1996) the CCF screening window for failures affecting screw 
insertion function was one month. This may have been optimistic. It was realized at the 
very end of that phase, when doing quantitative estimation, that only a part of the 
failures affecting screw insertion function are detected in periodic movement tests 
(detectability class T), while many are detected only in scram test, actual demand or 
other extensive movement (detectability classes S), see [SKI-R-96:77, Section 2.5 and 
Table 2.3]. In this upgrade phase a more specific approach will be followed. For that 
purpose, the failures affecting screw insertion are divided up into failure modes DI.T 
and DI.S. More details will be discussed in the connection to quantitative analysis in 
Chapter 5. It should be emphasized at this point, however, that the affected failure mode 
in Table 4-2 concerns the functional mode with respect to what the quantitative analysis 
is made. For example in Case F2.10, component events have basic failure mode DO.TN 
because only withdrawal was observed to be affected. Some potential influence to 
insertion is nevertheless considered, i.e. with respect to failure mode DI.T and with 
incipient status as indicated by the component impairment values.  

The criticality code is left out from failure mode for the CCF case. The criticality 
information is carried by the Impairment Values, which can be different among the 
component events of the case. 

4.1.3 ICDE classifications 
The actual CCFs and more significant potential CCFs, listed in Table 4-2, are classified 
following the ICDE guideline. The principal classifications are presented in Table 4-2: 
Impairment Values, Shared Cause Factor and Time Factor. The further classifications 
related to cause types, coupling factors and measures taken, are not presented here. 
Instead, the description of failure types in Section 3.3 and CCF mechanisms in 
Section 4.2 will explain the occurred, mostly very complex phenomena with wide 
spectrum of aspects. Besides, Generic Failure Classes will provide an overview of the 
phenomena in Table 4-2. 

The Component Impairment Value is determined with respect to affected function. 
Following general rules are used: 

FrObj event having disabled only screw withdrawal is regarded as incipient (I) with 
respect to screw insertion 

MTrip event having disabled only screw withdrawal is regarded as degraded (D) 
with respect to screw insertion 

The Component Impairment Values are assessed more specifically in some cases as 
explained in ICDE event description fields. Case R1.12 is the only CCF case where 
both screw and hydraulic insertion were considered affected. The Impairment Values 
are D and I with respect to the two functions, respectively, and thus I with respect to 
both together (same for both two component events). 

The number of exposed components is smaller than the number of component 
impairment values – as presented in Table 4-2 – in the cases of recurring failure(s) of 
same component(s). 
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4.2 Discussion of CCF mechanisms 

The causal mechanisms of CCFs are discussed in this section, organized according to 
the affected failure mode, similarly as in the list of CCF cases in Table 4-2. 

4.2.1 Monitored type (DB.M) 
An actual CCF of order two happened when two wrong drives were disconnected by 
removing fuses, which however was directly revealed in subsequent scram. The cause 
was deficient checking of objects to be maneuvered. This CCF is specific to overhaul 
and startup conditions, belonging to explicitly modeled CCFs, i.e. not adequately 
covered by parametric CCF models as used in normal way. 

4.2.2 Screw insertion affected, detectable in movement tests (DI.T) 
CCFs in this category have been caused by failure types FrObj and MTrip, to be 
discussed in the following subsections. 

FrObj cases T2.04, F2.10

FrObj events have been quite frequent in the earlier years. They have typically 
substantial time separation and affected mostly only withdrawal as discussed in 
Section 3.3.1. Only two more significant potential CCFs are identified. Case F2.10 is 
considered significant because the three component events occurred on the same 
operating cycle and in adjacent rod positions (R50, T55, S55). The causes were 
detached screws from fuel box or screw pieces. Only withdrawal was affected in each 
drive event, the possibility to insertion failure is deemed small. Time coupling is also 
weak, because jamming occurred at separate test time points. Therefore, the CCF risk is 
considered negligible. Consequently, this case is considered as an occurrence of three 
non-critical events in quantitative analysis. The other Case T2.04 is a fuzzy one, 
because the causes could not be perfectly identified. One of the two drives jammed in 
insertion at test, while the other only in withdrawal but repeated in two movement tests. 
A small risk to coexistent critical failure (CCF) is therefore considered possible. 

MTrip cases F2.04, O2.05, B1.02, B2.03, R1.07, R1.10

The most part of relatively large number of MTrip events have substantial time 
separation. Several CCFs arise, however, due to time coupling created by common 
maintenance sequenced to refueling outages, such as misadjustment of set-point and 
micro-switches of slip coupling, and renewal of lubrication. The adjustment errors have 
been basically related to inadequate design, eliminated by specific modifications to 
achieve less error-prone adjustment and more stable set-point.  

The connection of micro switches was originally weak at some units, sensitive for 
touching which can unintentionally happen when maintaining the neighboring drives 
due to narrow space between the drives, with a shift of trip set-point as consequence. In 
fact there are some cases where the adjacent drives have been affected by this failure 
type during the same power cycle (especially, O2.05 and O2.04 that is classified in 
failure mode DI.SC). New type of micro switches with more stable connection were 
installed in the begin of 90’ies. The failures of described type have not recurred since 
then.
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4.2.3 Screw insertion affected, not detectable in movement tests (DI.S) 
CCFs in this category have been caused by failure types AxelS, MetPd and MTrip, to be 
discussed in the following subsections. It is a remarkable finding that no CCF cases by 
failure type FrObj falls in this category. This finding is connected to the fact that even 
very few single FrObj events fall in this category, compare to the discussion of 
component failure mechanisms in Section 3.3.1. 

AxelS cases F1.01-03, F2.05, O1.08, O2.11

Four CCF cases in F1/F2 are caused by a special mechanism, increased friction in axel 
seals due to warm-up phenomenon. Inadequate relative tolerances made possible 
mechanical contact between the moving and stationary parts of the seal package. Heat 
generated from friction together with different temperature expansion property of the 
parts and pressure build-up in the closed space between seal stages strengthened the 
contact, i.e. there was a positive feedback from warm-up, increasing the friction up to 
complete binding. Increased tension in the support bearing due to warm-up contributed 
also. Characteristically, the phenomenon occurred in longer movements such as in V-
trip, not in limited movement test. Failures caused by warm-up friction binding 
concentrate on the first part of operating cycle, within a few months from 
refueling/overhaul, i.e. the latent problems with maintained seals were typically 
detected in the first or second longer rod movement. The occurrence of this CCF 
mechanism was coupled to the removal of seal cooling in order to eliminate condensate 
problems. The axel seals were stepwise replaced by new design during 1993-96 in 
F1/F2. The main feature in the new design is preventing mechanical contact between 
moving and stationary parts of the seals despite of warm-up, and reducing tension in the 
support bearing. No more events of warm-up friction binding has occurred since then. 

The causal mechanism of other cases O1.08, O2.11 is not identical to warm-up 
phenomenon in F1/F2 cases. High friction in axel seal package is a problem that is 
typical for newly installed seals in the begin of use, and CCFs can arise because of time 
coupling created by renewal of seals in refueling/overhaul outages. 

MetPd cases 

The metal powder events in OL1, in 1989-90, are considered as a disjoint class, 
representing a special failure mechanism [TV_RSCCE]. In the first instance in 
September 1989, four months from starting up from annual overhaul, a large number of  
CRDAs showed jamming tendency in the connection to plant transient, fifteen jammed 
completely into fully inserted position. Nine other could be got moving in repeated 
attempts (can be regarded operable at that point of time). Jamming was caused by metal 
powder, used for blasting surfaces, having accumulated into guide tubes and seal seats. 
The metal powder had probably stayed in a flow pocket in shutdown cooling system 
since decommissioning, and got moving by the abnormal flow conditions in preceding 
annual overhaul and in transient in September. At start-up tests in the end of overhaul 
outage for maintaining and cleaning the drives, seven control rods again jammed 
completely into fully inserted position. Next month in the additional tests, only a single 
CRDA revealed symptoms, but in connection to next overhaul in May 1990, the 
problem recurred as five control rods jammed into fully inserted position. In overhaul 
1990 the reactor system could be cleaned from the powder, i.e. no more events recurred. 

The functional impact of metal powder was limited to vulnerability for jamming in fully 
inserted position or drive nut separation at the very initial withdrawal in position range 
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of 0 – 10%. High power consumption was measured in some events but the level was 
still below the set-point of torque trip. The graphite tightenings of rod shaft showed 
wear-out caused by metal powder with some increase of through-flow but still with 
substantial margin to failure of hydraulic insertion. The through-flow in hydraulic 
operation would assist blowing metal powder out from the piston tube seals reducing 
friction potential. Therefore, these events are considered with incipient impairment of 
screw insertion only. The affected control rods had some tendency of being in adjacent 
positions and were generally somewhat concentrated towards the center, which can be 
explained by the distribution of coolant flow carrying metal powder from connected 
systems to reactor core.  

MTrip cases T2.03, F2.03, O2.04, O2.07, R1.08

The CCF mechanisms are in this category similar to MTrip cases detectable in periodic 
movement tests (DI.T) with the difference that failures happened only in longer rod 
movement. Specific causes include crud in drive nut or smaller misadjustment in set-
point in combination to some factor causing increased friction. 

4.2.4 Hydraulic insertion affected (HI.S) 
The three CCFs in this category have been caused each by different failure type FrObj, 
DChkV and Other (dry friction binding in shaft seals), to be discussed in the following 
subsections.

FrObj case O2.01

Case O2.01 is constituted of two jamming events caused by detached screw head of fuel 
element. The problem was in both events first revealed by the failure of withdrawal. The 
hydraulic insertion failed in the subsequent scram. It is peculiar that screw insertion was 
operable. Due to lacking details in the event reports it is impossible to accurately track 
the progress of these old events. The most likely interpretation is that the driving force 
by screw was stronger than by hydraulic function in the condition of the events. It is 
also possible that the piston tube moved some distance upwards in hydraulic function 
before jamming and then downwards by gravity when the hydraulic force vanished 
before locked by latch, at least a bit allowing the screw head to loose grip. Namely, in 
both events withdrawal was initially disabled but the control rod could be moved 
inwards by screw. Anyhow, both events can be classified as the failure of  hydraulic 
insertion only (screw insertion operable). 

Case O2.01 represents only weak dependence because component events are separated 
by two years. But it is remarkable to notice that the concerned rods are closely adjacent 
positions A44 and A43 in 1985 and 1987, respectively. Event report from 1985 tells that 
in total three screw heads from fuel elements in super-cell A44 had detached. One screw 
head had fallen into the control rod drive housing and had lodged against the seal seat 
for the control rod. In this position, the screw head can block insertion and/or 
withdrawal. The screw head was deformed, and the piston tube also had damages. The 
failure mechanism of A43 in 1987 was identical. The screws of fuel boxes had been 
replaced in O2 stepwise up to refueling 1986 with new ones from Incoloy 800 which is 
more tolerant against IGSCC than the original material Inconel X750. The replacement 
was decided due to recurring problems with the detached screw heads in period 1982-85 
in O2 (screws and screw parts have caused many events were withdrawal failed, 
compare to the discussion in Section 3.3.1). Because the new screws have not broken, 
A43 event in 1987 was caused by an old screw head which was not captured earlier. 
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This is an interesting observation indicating that much randomness is included in the 
process where a detached screw head migrates into a critical place and can cause 
jamming. 

Failed or slow hydraulic insertion due to sticking DChkV: Case O2.02

Case O2.02 concerns sticking of drive check valve in two occasions, classified 
conservatively as critical because the rods failed to insert completely in additional tests, 
though only long insertion times were first noticed. The two events are separated by one 
year interval. This case is, however, important to consider closer, because the problems 
with drive check valves has been generic, compare to the discussion in Section 3.3.9. 
Case O2.02 is the only one with more significant CCF risk among this failure type. The 
report of the first event of this case mentions that jamming tendency was observed in 
altogether 33 out of 109 check valves during the inspections, related to oxide coating on 
the slide surfaces of plunger disc. The jamming tendency showed up at certain rotational 
angles of the disc, indicating randomness of the failure mechanism. 

Dry friction binding in shaft seals, Case R1.06

The most significant CCF case affecting hydraulic insertion is R1.06. This was 
encountered at the startup tests of Ringhals 1 in January 1993 after annual overhaul 
outage, where 24 control rod drives in two quadrants had been maintained. In cold state 
tests prior startup all control rods operated normally. In scram tests, in hot standby, the 
hydraulic insertion of 3 control rods slowed down and they stopped at about 50% - 40% 
withdrawn position, before screw function completed the insertion. In subsequent 
investigation of the problem and repeated tests the same symptoms recurred. Altogether 
7 control rods were affected by the failure mechanism, high friction in the graphite 
tightenings, resulting in low insertion speed of hydraulic function and stopping of the 
control rod at intermediate position. The root causes included following particular 
factors [R1-CCF93]: 

All affected drives had new graphite tightenings. Normally many drive maneuvers 
are executed after installing new graphite tightenings in order to get them well 
adapted. Afterwards it was observed that a smaller number of such post-
maintenance maneuvers were carried out this time due to unknown reason. The 
likely explanation to the velocity decrease in hydraulic insertion is increased 
friction at the fresh graphite tightenings 

The existence of nonvolatile gas in the hydraulic insertion line may have 
contributed to the transition into the dry friction state at graphite tightenings, which 
could be demonstrated in laboratory experiments. After a transition, the dry friction 
state can be self-sustaining 

The transition into dry friction state showed certain randomness, which means the 
possibility that the failure mechanism could have remained undetected in the primary 
startup test. This feature is taken into account in the assessment of conditional CCF risk 
during the following power cycle 
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4.2.5 Both hydraulic and screw insertion affected (CI.S) 
The only case with some more significant potential to CCF is Case R1.12, failure type 
FrObj. Cracks were identified in many control rods of both OL1 and OL2 in refueling 
outages 1993. The problem was identified at an early stage, with no functional impact 
yet, thus the CCF risk can be regarded as very small in these cases. 

FrObj case R1.12

Problems of withdrawal were observed in two drives of R1 during operating cycle 
1998/99. The failure mechanism is regarded also as incipient for hydraulic insertion, 
because an insertion time lengthened by 1 sec was observed for D414 at the scram test 
when shutting down to refueling outage in May 1999 (D341 had been secured to fully 
inserted position since detecting it degraded in January 1999). D414 was more affected 
because all six graphite tightening rings and their springs were missing. Spring pieces 
were found at the top of drive and they likely caused the observed jamming at rod 
withdrawal. D341 had lost two graphite rings and one spring. Reason for spring failures 
was corrosion due to chlorine impurities left in the material in manufacturing process. 
During operating cycle 1998/99 problems occurred also with the process chemistry in 
hydraulic scram system (354), but this is deemed not to have contributed in the 
corrosion of the springs. The springs in D341 and D414 originate from 1994 and 1995, 
respectively. New springs were installed in all 47 drives with springs from the 
inadequate manufacturing batch during refueling outage in 1999, after having observed 
degradation of several graphite tightening rings and their springs in the other drives.
D341 and D414 are in separate core quadrants. There shows up thus no position 
correlation in this case. 

A crucial question is what impairment means the lengthening of hydraulic insertion 
time by about 1 sec. The increase in insertion time of D414 can be mainly attributed to 
increased through-flow. It is likely that the springs and graphite rings gradually 
fragmented at their place and the small pieces migrated upwards by the crud flow and 
were burst into reactor vessel by scram flow. A small possibility that the spring pieces 
had disabled the both insertion functions is considered in the quantitative assessment of 
this case. 

4.3 Position correlation 

The failure of the adjacent control rods to insert in reactor scram is far more critical as 
compared to randomly placed rods. Position dependence can arise from local conditions 
related to coolant flow and turbulence, temperature and neutron flux, or to placing fuel 
elements/fuel boxes of the same age near to each other. Especially, position dependence 
is possible in jamming mechanisms caused by foreign intra-vessel objects such as 
detached piece-parts from control rods, fuel elements or other core internals, or from 
broken maintenance tools. Also maintenance actions can cause coupling of adjacent 
drives. The failure mechanisms containing position dependence fall into the following 
types:

Band correlated: the necessary physical or other conditions for failure are confined 
at a specific distance from the core center 

Radially correlated: one CRDA is first affected and the failure mechanism then 
successively “escalates” to neighboring CRDAs 
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The position correlation was investigated by placing the affected CRDAs onto core 
maps. As discussed in the preceding sections, certain level of position correlation was 
found in some CCF cases. Based on these, following fractions are assessed by 
engineering judgment for the correlation types: 

Table 4-3 Relative fractions of different types of position correlation: 
low bound, best estimate and high bound assessments. 

Assessed fraction 
Type of failure mechanism Low Best High 

Randomly scattered failure mechanisms 95% 90% 70% 

Localized, band correlated failure mechanisms 3% 5% 20% 

Localized, radially correlated failure mechanisms 2% 5% 10% 

4.4 Insights about CCF defenses 

The exploration of CCF cases shows that the most prevalent factor in the CCF 
mechanisms has been the time coupling by sequencing maintenance into refueling 
outages. Some important examples are following: 

Non-proper installation of axel seals (drive shaft), characteristically causing high 
friction in actual screw operation but not detectable in periodic movement test 

Deviation to execute sufficient number of post-maintenance maneuvers to get new 
graphite tightenings of piston tube adapted, leading to dry friction binding in 
hydraulic insertion demands. 

Foreign objects originating from maintenance activities such as parts of broken 
tools and metal powder used in blasting of surfaces 

Accelerated oxidation of gliding surfaces due to deviations in water chemistry 
imposed by changed filtering material 

Misadjustment of set-point for torque trip and micro-switches of slip coupling 

Change of lubricant, showing up non-proper in operation 

Essential contributing factors have been changes, deviations or errors in maintenance or 
replace parts, in combination with the time coupling. There have been also many types 
of initial design and material problems which are successfully resolved, though with 
some inevitable slowness because the implementation of modifications is mainly bound 
to refueling outages. Aging can possibly bring up further design or material problems. 

It is difficult to break up the coupling of maintenance to refueling outages. Thus the 
focus is on the control of changes and deviations in the connection to maintenance, e.g. 
staggering of modifications over several refueling outages, avoiding at the same 
concurrent changes in adjacent CRDA positions. This conclusion is not new. In fact, 
this same conclusion has come up in the CCF analysis of many other component types. 
It is thus mostly a question of maintaining the achieved good quality level of 
maintenance and experience feed-back. 
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5 Quantitative Analysis of CCFs 
The first step in the quantitative analysis is the assessment of Impact Vectors for the 
screened CCF cases. The data of reactor units are next merged together and used for the 
estimation of CCF parameters of Common Load Model (CLM) [ECLM_Pub3]. The 
CCF parameters are then used in the reference application for defined calculation cases. 

5.1 Assessment of Impact Vectors 

The assessment of Impact Vectors follows the methodology and procedures developed 
in NACFS, and conducted pilot applications [NAFCS-PR03, -PR10, -PR17, -PR18, -
PR19]. The scenario method proved again as a systematic tool for the interpretation of 
CCF cases which include time distributed component events and/or uncertainty in the 
failure impact, meaning that the failure multiplicity is not perfectly known but chances 
exist for different multiplicities given that an actual demand should occur during the 
degraded conditions. 

The assessment of Impact Vectors is limited in this study because it has been done by 
one analyst only. Compare to the recommended QA practice discussed in [NAFCS-
PR03], emphasizing that the assessments should be done by two persons in parallel. 

5.2 Merging of Impact Vectors 

The CCF event data of reactor units cannot be directly summed together because of 
differences in CCF group size (number of CRDAs in reactor unit). The number of 
CRDAs ranges from 109 through 169 in the Nordic BWRs, see Table 2.1. The most 
transparent alternative for data merging is mapping Impact Vectors down to the smallest 
group size. Mapping down can be done rigorously, assuming mutual homogeneity of 
the groups, which assumption has to be made anyway for (direct, i.e non-manipulated) 
data merging. Compare also to the discussion of this issue in Section 6 of [NAFCS-
PR03]. Mapping up, which should be avoided, is not needed in this alternative, because 
after having estimated CLM parameters for the merged data in the smallest group (109 
CRDAs), the parameters can be applied in the larger groups following the assumption 
of homogeneity in the reverse direction. The last step will be implemented in the 
reference application (with 161 CRDAs) in order to illustrate the whole analysis 
procedure.

The data merging includes following steps, when described more precisely: 

1) For each group (reactor unit) the Impact Vectors of CCF cases are summed 
together separately for each failure mode, covering also single failures and failure-
free Test and Demand Cycles (TDCs) 

2) The sum Impact Vector of each group and failure mode is mapped downed 
(scaled) to group size 109 

3) The scaled sum Impact Vectors are added together resulting in merged sum 
Impact Vector (of group size 109) for each failure mode, representing pooled data 
over the observed population of reactor units 

The methodological aspects of the procedure are explained in more detail in [NAFCS-
PR03]. The latent failure modes are only considered in the quantitative analysis. 
Monitored critical failures are skipped owing to their small contribution. The merged 
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sum Impact Vectors are presented in Fig.5-1 in the form of point estimates of Pts(m|n) 
entities, see the definitions in [NAFCS-PR04]. The benefit of using Pts(m|n) for this 
aim is that it provides a stable vision for the multiple failures even in the case of sparse 
data. Pts(m|n) represents the probability of m or more out of n components failing, or 
fraction having failed per TDC when considering historical data. Point estimates of 
Pts(m|n) are derived by the following formula, compare to [NAFCS-PR04, Section 3.2]. 

ND
n|mSn|kV

ND
1n|mPts

n

mk
, (5-1) 

where V(k|n) denotes merged sum Impact Vector and ND total number of demands, 
specific to each considered failure mode. S(m|n) entities are defined as auxiliary 
variable, it is used on CLM calculation sheet. The point estimates of Pts(m|n) can be 
obtained up to the maximum order of existing statistics. For higher orders they are 
undetermined, being left blank in the presentations in Fig.5-1. For example, point 
estimate of Pts(m|n) can be derived only up to order two in the case of failure mode 
CI.S, compare to the only Case R1.12 for this failure mode in Table 4-2. The tail parts 
of Pts-curves, which are based on one potential CCF only, and thus particularly 
uncertain, are presented by dashed line in order to underline the weak statistics in those 
ranges.

Figure 5-1 Merged CCF event data for the considered failure modes, scaled to  
group size of 109 CRDAs, and presented in the form of fraction of
Test and Demand Cycles with m or more components failed. 
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5.3 CLM parameter estimation 

The CLM parameter estimation is performed by the help of Bayesian estimation 
method, developed from the earlier experimental version [ECLM_Pub3]. The Bayesian 
method is used for the estimation of extreme load parameter (p_xtr) because mostly 
needed for its part. The other parameters are handled by using maximum likelihood 
estimation for simplicity as that can be done with reasonable accuracy. In the lack of 
applicable statistical apriori distribution the log-normal distribution is used for p_xtr 
with following generic apriori properties: 

Mode is set to 2% relative to total single failure probability (p_tot) 

Factor of 90% range is set to 5 (so called error factor) 

These choices reflect the mostly obtained estimates and range for p_xtr in those cases 
where data are sufficient to perform the estimation by using maximum likelihood 
method with good accuracy. A more integrated implementation of Bayesian estimation 
method for CLM is a desired future development topic, including exploration and 
comparison of suitable apriori distributions. 

The obtained CLM parameter estimates are summarized in Table 5-1.  Total single 
failure probability (p_tot) is demand probability estimate (simple point estimate), hence 
different than the mean unavailability of single CRDA calculated in Table 3-6, based on 
standby failure rate model (and zero time-independent part). Also the non-critical 
component events contained in the Impact Vectors of many CCF cases have some 
influence on the difference in comparing to the direct estimates based merely on critical 
component events. The correlation coefficients c_co, c_cx can be estimated with 
reasonable accuracy except failure mode CI.S, where they are determined by generic 
apriori.

The fit of multiple failure probabilities produced by CLM with estimated parameters to 
the statistical data is shown for failure mode DI.S in Fig.5-2: compare Pts and Sk/ND 
entities (the latter one denotes S(m|n) vector, see Eq.(2)). The fit is visually good up to 
multiplicity 10. The obtained Bayesian estimate of p_xtr forces higher results at 
multiplicity beyond 10, which can be explained by the small statistical significance of 
the data (Impact Vector elements) at higher multiplicities, based on only one potential 
CCF (MetPd Case T1.05). A more pessimistic Impact Vector for that case would lead to 
closer visual fit but minor impact to estimation result, illustrating the robust character of 
Bayesian estimation method. 

Table 5-1 CLM parameter estimates for the considered failure modes of CRDA. 

Parameter DI.T DI.S HI.S CI.S
Total single failure probability p_tot 1.3E-4 4.3E-4 1.1E-4 6.5E-6
Extreme load part p_xtr 8.0E-6 1.2E-5 6.0E-6 3.0E-7
  Ratio p_xtr/p_tot 6.1% 2.8% 5.4% 4.6%
Base load correlation c_co 0.26 0.28 0.20 0.4
Extreme load correlation c_cx 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.8

Failure Mode
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 Figure 5-2 Estimation results in the case of failure mode DI.S with comparison of 
Pts and Sk/ND entities. 

DI.S CRDA Failure Mode DI.S

  CCF group size CLM parameters
KmMax 109 p_tot 4.3E-4 c_co 0.28 LogLikeL -179.165

p_xtr 1.2E-5 c_cx 0.70 DeltaLL 0.001069

Km Psg_b Psg_x Psg Peg Pes Pts Vk Sk
0 1.00E+0 4.11E-5 1.00E+0 9.65E-1 9.65E-1 1.00E+0 1024.48 1
1 4.16E-4 1.20E-5 4.28E-4 2.63E-4 2.87E-2 3.51E-2 31.70 3.62E-2
2 3.19E-6 7.56E-6 1.08E-5 7.33E-7 4.31E-3 6.39E-3 5.00 6.41E-3
3 1.03E-7 9.94E-1 5.80E-6 5.65E-9 1.19E-3 2.07E-3 0.619 1.71E-3
4 7.58E-9 9.94E-1 4.66E-6 7.90E-11 4.40E-4 8.86E-4 0.769 1.13E-3
5 9.49E-10 3.98E-6 3.98E-6 1.66E-12 1.94E-4 4.47E-4 8.01E-3 4.07E-4
7 4.00E-11 3.15E-6 3.15E-6 1.74E-15 5.18E-5 1.57E-4 6.02E-3 1.14E-4
8 1.14E-11 2.87E-6 2.87E-6 7.84E-17 2.98E-5 1.05E-4 3.47E-3 1.09E-4
9 3.81E-12 2.64E-6 2.64E-6 4.22E-18 1.80E-5 7.49E-5 0.100 1.05E-4
10 1.43E-12 2.46E-6 2.46E-6 2.66E-19 1.14E-5 5.69E-5 1.48E-3 1.07E-5
11 5.97E-13 2.30E-6 2.30E-6 1.94E-20 7.44E-6 4.55E-5 2.57E-3 9.34E-6
12 2.69E-13 2.17E-6 2.17E-6 1.61E-21 5.04E-6 3.81E-5 2.37E-3 6.92E-6
15 3.61E-14 1.87E-6 1.87E-6 1.86E-24 1.89E-6 2.70E-5 1.13E-3 1.06E-6
20 2.91E-15 1.54E-6 1.54E-6 1.81E-28 6.49E-7 2.08E-5
60 4.10E-19 7.52E-7 7.52E-7 6.62E-39 1.89E-7 9.59E-6
80 4.85E-20 6.27E-7 6.27E-7 7.44E-34 1.70E-7 6.04E-6

100 9.68E-21 5.45E-7 5.45E-7 4.43E-20 1.89E-7 2.58E-6
109 5.25E-21 5.17E-7 5.17E-7 5.17E-7 5.17E-7 5.17E-7

23-Nov-06 16:51
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5.4 Reference application 

The reference application is aimed at completing the analysis chain from the CCF event 
analysis to quantification of CCF probabilities. The scope is limited to CRDAs (systems 
221 and 222), while the earlier reference application had a wider scope [SKI-R-96:77]. 
This application to Forsmark 1 and 2 follows similar lines as the recent quantifications 
of CRDA failure events in Ringhals 1 PSA and Olkiluoto 1 and 2 PSA. In particular, the 
reference application uses the upgraded data. The quantification of CCFs is done by 
using Common Load Model [ECLM_Pub3]. The failure probabilities are calculated in 
the form of so called demand failure probabilities. Conservative approach is adopted as 
the positive reliability trends are not credited in calculations presented here. 

5.4.1 Calculation cases, failure criterion 
The calculation cases cover the three functional failure modes defined in Section 3.2. 
The failures of screw insertion exclusively are combined with respect to detectability 
attribute, i.e. schematically DI.A = DI.T + DI.S. The estimated parameters p_tot and 
p_xtr are added together, and maximum is used for correlation coefficients c_co and 
c_cx as these differ little between DI.T and DI.S, compare to Table 5-1. This can be 
done due to approximately linear property of CCF model. 

The failure criterion is same in each case: failure of 25% (41) or more randomly placed 
control rods out of 161, or failure of 3 or more adjacent rods is considered critical. 
Effects at the core edge are truncated, i.e. the presented failure criterion applies across 
the whole core.  

The critical minimal shapes of the adjacent failing rods are described in Fig.5-3. They 
are assumed to be the same for each failure mode, i.e. in each calculation case for three 
functional failure modes. Handling of failure combinations with respect to adjacent 
placement is divided up into scattered (no position correlation) and localized failure 
mechanisms (position correlated), to be discussed in the following subsections. 
Compare to the general discussion of this topic in Section 4.3. 
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Figure 5-3 Critical minimal shapes of the adjacent failing rods 
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5.4.2 Scattered failure mechanisms 
A smaller number of randomly placed rods than 41 (that is critical in any placement of 
the rods) can contain a critical shape of 3 adjacent rods. The number of such placements 
can be derived from the following approximation: 

3Km
3KmMax1830)KmMax|Km(3Cmb  (5.2) 

where

Km = Number of failed CRDAs 

KmMax = Number of CRDAs in overall (161 in this application) 
The number 1830 is the number of different ways to place critical shapes of 3 adjacent 
rods (Fig.5-3) within the core of Forsmark 1 and 2. It is composed of the following 
contributions for the three basic critical shapes:  

Shape 1: there are 131 different linear placements and 2 different rotations, i.e. 
131 . 2=262 (mirrored image equals to the initial one) 

Shape 2: there are 136 different linear placements and 4 different rotations, i.e. 
136 . 4=544 (mirrored image equals to the initial one rotated by 180 
degrees)

Shape 3: there are 128 different linear placements, 4 different rotations and 2 
reflected image of the basic shape, i.e. 128 . 4 . 2=1024. 

In comparison, the total number of different randomly scattered placements of Km 
failed rods is 

CmbS Km KmMax KmMax
Km( | )  (5.3) 

The weighted number of critical placements CmbW(Km|KmMax) will be calculated in 
the following way, similarly as in the earlier applications: 

Up to Km  6, Cmb3 will apply 

At high multiplicity, when Cmb3 exceeds CmbS, the latter can be considered as a 
better estimate in order to avoid double counting critical shapes 

In the intermediate range 6 < Km < 15, a logarithmic mean will be used 

The implementation of this calculation procedure is shown in Fig.5-4 in the case of 
failure mode DI.S. The notation is as following: PtsW denotes Pts entity derived by 
using the weighted number of combinations CmbW, and analogously for other 
probability entities. It is of interest to notice that the probability of 41 or more out of 
161 rods failing (in mode DI.S) is PtsW(41|161) = 2.86E-5, which is 9 % of the total 
result PtsW(3|161) = 3.23E-4. 
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Figure 5-4 Weighted results of scattered failure mechanisms in the case of
failure mode DI.S 

F1/F2 - CRDAs, screw insertion exclusively (best est.), scattered CCF - weighted results

  CCF group size
KmMax 161

Km CmbS Cmb5 CmbW PesW PtsW Remarks
3 6.83E+5 1830 1830 7.79E-6 3.23E-4 Failure criterion
4 2.70E+7 2.89E+5 2.89E+5 1.32E-5 3.16E-4
5 8.47E+8 2.27E+7 2.27E+7 1.64E-5 3.02E-4
6 2.20E+10 1.18E+9 1.18E+9 1.79E-5 2.86E-4
8 9.38E+12 1.41E+12 2.15E+12 Inter- 2.78E-5 2.44E-4
10 2.42E+15 7.80E+14 1.29E+15 polation 2.80E-5 1.87E-4
15 4.94E+20 6.03E+20 4.94E+20 range 1.02E-5 8.19E-5
20 1.64E+25 5.02E+25 1.64E+25 3.00E-6 4.96E-5
25 1.34E+29 8.25E+29 1.34E+29 1.24E-6 3.90E-5
30 3.38E+32 3.68E+33 3.38E+32 6.86E-7 3.41E-5
41 3.39E+38 9.69E+39 3.39E+38 3.73E-7 2.86E-5
50 1.42E+42 7.44E+43 1.42E+42 3.05E-7 2.56E-5
60 9.68E+44 8.88E+46 9.68E+44 2.67E-7 2.27E-5
80 1.83E+47 4.03E+49 1.83E+47 2.25E-7 1.78E-5

100 1.60E+45 6.95E+47 1.60E+45 2.02E-7 1.36E-5
120 3.39E+38 2.55E+41 3.39E+38 1.91E-7 9.64E-6
140 1.10E+26 1.32E+29 1.10E+26 1.98E-7 5.79E-6
160 1.61E+2 2.89E+5 1.61E+2 4.17E-7 1.09E-6
161 1 1830 1 6.77E-7 6.77E-7

24-Nov-06 11:13
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5.4.3 Localized failure mechanisms 
The position dependence can be of band or radial correlation type as discussed in 
Section 4.3. These two types differ in the number of vulnerable rod combinations, 
which is larger in radial correlation. Otherwise the extension of CLM is identical for 
position dependence, being described in detail in the method description [CLM_LocZ]. 
Briefly described, the failure of the rods most adjacent to a reference rod (firstly and/or 
most severely affected one, called here as Rod ) are assumed to be stronger dependent 
and next adjacent rods weaker dependent. The different level of dependence is taken 
into account by different parameter of extreme load part p_xti and p_xto for inner and 
outer shells, respectively. More specifically: 

The CLM quantification first assumes as if all observed failures would fall into 
category of localized failure mechanisms; hence p_tot is set equal to the total single 
failure probability of CRDA multiplied by the number of CRDAs; the interpretation 
of p_tot is, in this context, the probability that a localized failure mechanism is 
present somewhere in the core, one rod being most severely affected 

Extreme load part parameter p_xto (outer shell) is set equal to the value of p_xtr 
that has primarily been estimated for randomly scattered failure mechanisms; this 
corresponds to the judgment that the failure probability of CRDAs, which are 
separated by distance, should be similar for localized and scattered failure 
mechanisms 

The ratio of p_xti/p_xto = 10 for localized failure mechanisms is based on 
judgment; the value of this ratio is less critical than the level of p_xto 

Correlation coefficients have same values for localized failure mechanisms as for 
scattered failure mechanisms 

It is convenient to present the total failure probability in terms of Psg entities, because 
then the condition of other rods beyond the defined outer shell need not be considered. 
This unburdens the quantification substantially. This leads to following formula: 

Kos Kis
)Kos,Kis(Psg)Kos,Kis(CmbPcri  (5.4) 

where

Cmb(Kis, Kos) = Combination coefficients 

Psg(Kis, Kos) = Probability that in addition to Rod , specific Kis inner shell 
and Kos outer shell rods fail 

It should be emphasized, that Psg entities are defined as the probability of specific 
components failing irrespective of the condition of other components (they may either 
operate or fail). The array of combination coefficients is derived by standard Boolean 
reduction of the failure event expression. It is worth while to notice that no truncations 
or other approximations are involved in this stage of quantification. 

The quantification results for the application case of failure mode DI are presented in 
Figs.5-5 and 5-6, for band and radially correlated failure mechanisms, respectively. The 
table parts show Cmb and Psg arrays, and total failure probability Pcri according to  
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Figure 5-5 Localized, band correlated CCF mechanisms in the case of  
failure mode DI.S 

DI F1/F2 - CRDAs, screw insertion exclusively (best est.), band correlated CCF
4

CCF group size CLM parameters
KisMax 5 p_tot 9.02E-2 c_co 0.28
KosMax 4 p_xti 2.0E-4 c_cx 0.60

Kcri 3 p_xto 2.0E-5 u_out 3.06

Cmb
Inner Outer shell components Kos=
shell 0 1 2 3 4
Kis=0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 6 -2 0 0
2 8 -18 1 4 -1
3 -14 18 9 -12 3
4 9 -6 -13 12 -3
5 -2 0 5 -4 1

Psg
Inner Outer shell components Kos=
shell 0 1 2 3 4

Not X0 1.00E+0 1.01E-3 1.78E-5 2.81E-6 1.32E-6
Kis=0 9.01E-2 3.54E-4 1.20E-5 2.59E-6 1.29E-6

1 1.75E-2 1.59E-4 8.96E-6 2.42E-6 1.26E-6
2 5.15E-3 8.52E-5 7.21E-6 2.30E-6 1.24E-6
3 1.96E-3 5.18E-5 6.11E-6 2.20E-6 1.22E-6
4 8.90E-4 3.47E-5 5.37E-6 2.12E-6 1.20E-6
5 4.61E-4 2.51E-5 4.84E-6 2.05E-6 1.18E-6 Pcri 2.10E-2

24-11-06 12:06
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Figure 5-6 Localized, radially correlated CCF mechanisms in the case of
failure mode DI.S 

DI F1/F2 - CRDAs, screw insertion exclusively (best est.), radially correlated CCF
4

CCF group size CLM parameters
KisMax 8 p_tot 9.0E-2 c_co 0.28
KosMax 12 p_xti 2.0E-4 c_cx 0.60

p_xto 2.0E-5 u_out 3.06

CmbA Kos=0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12
Kis=0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 20 -16 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 22 -116 76 -4 -6 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 -80 300 -180 20 -24 24 -4 0 0 0 0
4 139 -452 292 -124 140 -64 -8 8 -1 0 0
5 -140 428 -328 236 -200 16 72 -32 4 0 0
6 84 -252 228 -188 90 96 -128 48 -6 0 0
7 -28 84 -84 60 16 -104 92 -32 4 0 0
8 4 -12 12 -4 -16 32 -24 8 -1 0 0

Psg Pcri 3.40E-2
Inner Outer shell components Kos=
shell 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12

Not X0 1.000 1.01E-3 1.78E-5 2.81E-6 1.32E-6 8.25E-7 5.77E-7 4.30E-7 3.35E-7 2.23E-7 1.61E-7
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2 5.15E-3 8.52E-5 7.21E-6 2.30E-6 1.24E-6 8.00E-7 5.66E-7 4.25E-7 3.32E-7 2.21E-7 1.60E-7
3 1.96E-3 5.18E-5 6.11E-6 2.20E-6 1.22E-6 7.92E-7 5.63E-7 4.23E-7 3.31E-7 2.21E-7 1.60E-7
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6 2.65E-4 1.93E-5 4.45E-6 1.99E-6 1.16E-6 7.71E-7 5.53E-7 4.17E-7 3.28E-7 2.20E-7 1.59E-7
7 1.65E-4 1.56E-5 4.14E-6 1.93E-6 1.15E-6 7.64E-7 5.49E-7 4.16E-7 3.27E-7 2.19E-7 1.59E-7
8 1.10E-4 1.31E-5 3.90E-6 1.89E-6 1.13E-6 7.58E-7 5.46E-7 4.14E-7 3.26E-7 2.19E-7 1.59E-7
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Eq.(5-4). In diagrams, the thick curve shows the failure probability of inner shell 
components, and thin lines the mixed cases where a specific number of inner shell 
components fail together with one or more outer shell components. It is of emphasis to 
notice, that the probability of mixed combination is rather insensitive to the number of 
inner shell components. This makes sense, because if one or more outer shell 
components fail (in combination with Rod ), then it should be almost as likely that any 
(nonzero) number of inner shell components fail. 

The introduced extension of CLM proves to behave in a practically consistent way, and 
because of requiring only one additional model parameter, is still well manageable. 
Admittedly, it is difficult to estimate the model parameters from empirical data even in 
the long term because of sparse occurrences of CCFs containing position dependence. 
Thus, the model should in principle be considered as a sensitivity analysis tool, which 
relies much on engineering judgment.  

5.4.4 Discussion of the results 
The calculation results are summarized in Table 5-2, including weighted average over 
position dependence types. Compare to Table 4-3. As expected, already a small portion 
of position dependence makes important contribution. The contribution of position 
dependence is pronounced for the application plant, because the minimal critical shapes 
are constituted already by three adjacent rods. 

There are many uncertainties included as discussed during the various steps of the 
analysis. Uncertainty factors (corresponding to ratio of 95% upper bound and mean) are 
presented in Table 5-2 in order to emphasize this aspect. The uncertainty factors are 
based mainly on engineering judgment. A more rigorous uncertainty analysis could be 
possible by developing the estimation procedure further. 

The results are conservative in the sense that the positive reliability trends are not 
credited in the calculations presented here. Furthermore, some special failure 
mechanisms encountered in the older design generations may not be relevant for the 
target plant. The presented results have thus to be characterized as industry average 
reflecting observation period from 1983 – 2003. 

Table 5-2 Summary of the results for reference application. 

Position dependence

Fraction of 
failure 

mechanisms

Screw 
insertion, 

exclusively 
DI

Hydraulic 
insertion, 

exclusively 
HI

Hydraulic
& screw 
insertion

CI
Non-weighted results
  Scattered 90% 3.23E-4 1.99E-5 1.33E-6
  Band correlated 5% 2.10E-2 5.79E-4 2.11E-5
  Radially correlated 5% 3.40E-2 1.22E-3 4.13E-5
Weighted results
  Scattered 2.91E-4 1.80E-5 1.20E-6
  Band correlated 1.05E-3 2.90E-5 1.06E-6
  Radially correlated 1.70E-3 6.10E-5 2.06E-6
Weighted average 3.04E-3 1.08E-4 4.32E-6
Uncertainty factor 4 8 11
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6 Review of International Data 
This chapter discusses the available CRDA data and also PSA quantifications for 
CRDAs from outside the Nordic countries with main emphasis on the USA. 

The quantitative results from considered references are compared in Fig.6-1. The results 
from the reference application to Forsmark 1 and 2 are presented under heading “Nordic 
BWR”. It must be emphasized again that the reference application uses industry average 
data, not specialized to the target plant, compare to the discussion in Section 5.4.4. The 
details and insights from the comparisons will be discussed in the following sections. It 
must be also emphasized that the uncertainty factors of the estimated CCF probabilities 
for the CRDAs is about one order of magnitude. 

6.1 International Operating Experience 

The earlier analysis stage already included a review of the control rod events reported to 
the Advanced Incident Reporting System managed jointly by the International Atomic 
Energy Authority and Nuclear Energy Agency. An updated search gave 4 more 
incidents concerning CRDA events up to about year 2003, carrying special information 
about CCFs (actual or potential), while the earlier search gave 46 such incidents up to 
about 1995. The incident reports contain very useful information in qualitative respects. 
When relevant to the design of Nordic BWRs, the occurred failure mechanisms have 
similarities to the problems encountered also at the Nordic BWRs. The incomplete 
coverage does not make possible to use data from Advanced Incident Reporting System 
for statistical estimation purposes (this can be clearly seen when comparing which few 
events of the Nordic BWRs have been reported to the system). However, the 
information becoming available via ICDE will better fulfill the aim of rigorous 
coverage.

6.2 US BWR Operating Experience 

As part of the more recent extensive collection of CCF data in the USA also CRDAs are 
covered. The results are reported for BRWs in [NUREG/CR-5500v3]. The data analysis 
encompasses the whole Reactor Protection System (RPS) for the BWRs of General 
Electric design and covers years 1984-95. The design is different in comparison to the 
BWRs of ABB Atom design as in the US BWR each control rod has its own hydraulic 
control unit with redundant scram valves, and the slow insertion function is not a 
credited safety function. Consequently, the US BWR data for the control rods and 
drives is comparable to the Nordic BWR data when pooling together the failures 
affecting hydraulic insertion and both hydraulic and screw insertion (failure modes 
HI + CI). The failures related to scram discharge volume (typically two tanks in US 
BWRs) constitute a separate specific risk, not relevant for the Nordic BWR design. 

The gathered event data contains for the control rods and drives 4 actual CCFs and 18 
multiple degradation events that are taken into account by using impact vector method. 
The most remarkable actual CCF concerned 10 control rods that were pinched by fuel 
support plugs. The other three actual CCFs were of multiplicity 2. A significant positive 
(declining) trend could be observed in the CCF frequency. 
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 Figure 6-1 Comparison of the failure probability estimates for CRDAs in
reference applications and PSA studies. 

Number Single failure Probability assessment Failure criterion
of rods probability One rod Scram Adjacent Random

PSA Application n QT or more(1
function placement placement

Nordic BWR - screw insertion 161 5.6E-4 6.0E-2 3.0E-3 >=3 >=25%
Nordic BWR - hydraulic 161 1.1E-4 1.5E-2 1.1E-4 >=3 >=25%
Nordic BWR - screw & hydraulic 161 6.5E-6 8.7E-4 4.3E-6 >=3 >=25%
US BWR [NUREG/CR-5500v3] 185 5.1E-5 9.5E-3 2.5E-7 - >=33%
SWR (GRS) 193 4.0E-5 1.8E-3 2.9E-5 >=4 -

1.8E-4 2..3 -

Notes:  1) One or more rods fail, i.e. Pts(1|n); for US BWR estimated as n*QT
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The RPS data analysis reported in [NUREG/CR-5500v3] is accompanied with an 
application to a reference design (BWR/4, Peach Bottom 2). The Alpha Factor Method 
(AFM) was used for the control rods and drives. This was made possible by using so 
called mapping up procedure for the CCF event impact vectors and sophisticated 
Bayesian estimation method. The main results for the control rods and drives are as 
follows: 

Total single failure probability is QT = 5.1E-5 

CCF event probability is QCCF = 2.5E-7 based on the criterion that 61 or more out of 
185 (33%) failing rods is critical (in random pattern) 

The results seem generally comparable to the Nordic studies that use a more limited 
data base and CLM - taking into account uncertainties and also differences in system 
design that can have certain influence. Besides, the reactivity shutdown criteria used in 
the reference application of [NUREG/CR-5500v3] is relatively optimistic, without 
consideration of the risk from adjacent rods failing, which contributes to the low 
calculated CCF risk. A controversial area is also mapping up of the impact vectors in 
the highly redundant configuration, which can have contributed to the low probability of 
high order failure, see [NAFCS-PR03]. (It has to be pointed out again  that the US case
is comparable to the Nordic case when pooling together the failures affecting hydraulic 
insertion and the failures affecting both screw and hydraulic insertion.) 

It would be of interest to investigate the analysis methodology in more depth for 
insights and uses. From the report [NUREG/CR-5500v3] alone that is not possible 
because the details of impact vector construction, mapping up of the impact vectors and 
crediting for positive (declining) trend are not described in sufficient detail. A full 
recalculation would require laborious tool programming. Thus the recommended option 
for comparison would be joint Benchmarking. 

Report [NUREG/CR-5500v3] presents also a brief review of the US PSA studies and 
compares the quantitative assessments. 

6.3 Germany and other countries 

The German PSA study of a BWR [SWR-PSA] used US and Swedish event data as 
prior, combining that with the zero German statistics by Bayesian method. More recent 
developments are described in [GRS-PSAM5]. An extension of Binomial Failure Rate 
Model (BFRM) is used to quantify CCFs. The reactivity shutdown criterion is defined 
so that the failure of 2-3, or 4 or more adjacent rods are critical (depending on the 
initiating event). The obtained results for the two cases are 1.8E-4 and 2.9E-5, 
respectively, see Fig.6-1. The results are more pessimistic than in the Nordic PSA 
studies and the difference is really big with respect to US reference study (especially 
when taking into account that the US case covers also CRDA failures for the hydraulic 
insertion function while the German case only the failures with respect to both screw 
insertion and hydraulic insertion). It would be worth to explore in more detail whether 
the differences are attributed to the input data, or to specific assumptions or features in 
the estimation/quantification methodology. A methodologically interesting detail is the 
use of Monte Carlo simulation to derive the conditional probability that a random 
combination for a certain number of failing rods contains the minimum critical pattern 
of adjacent rods. An analytic direct evaluation of this fraction is difficult (generally 
impossible precisely). The used methodology is not described in sufficient depth to 
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make detailed comparison possible. Hence a closer comparison would require also in 
this direction an ICDE Benchmark. 

A pilot study has been conducted for the CRDAs of the French PWR 1300 design using 
CLM [ICDE-S-EdF]. Due to the large PWR population in France they have a 
reasonable statistical basis. It is, however, questionable to transfer CRDA data from 
PWRs to BWRs. 

It can be also mentioned that CLM has been recently used in Ignalina for the analysis of 
control rods and drives in RBMK design (RBMK is Russian acronym for “Channelized 
Large Power Reactor”). 

6.4 Insights from international survey 

The general lessons learnt from the survey is the difficulty of comparing both CCF 
event data and quantifications, partially because of incomplete publishing of event 
reports and analysis, and partially due to design differences that cannot be tracked for 
implications without sufficiently detailed documentation. Therefore, exchange of 
detailed materials would be highly desired to promote the development of the state of 
art. The CCF data being gathered in the ICDE for the CRDAs are expected to provide 
much help in these regards. 
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The project has made further progress in developing the methodology and practical 
procedures for the CCF analysis and quantification of control rods and drives, 
representing complex highly redundant systems. Many topics should require continued 
effort, found too laborious to analyze thoroughly or tackle accurately in this project. 
These topics include the following: 

Event data bases for the Swedish and TVO operating experience were generally 
found as good source of information. Some shortcomings were revealed in the 
classification of the events. Detailed remarks in this regard are submitted separately. 
The event analyses and classifications are recommended to be done in the future as 
joint effort for the compilation of component reliability data (T Book) and CCF data 
collection (ICDE) – this would both enhance consistency and save work in tracking 
event details for correct interpretation 

Impact Vectors are used to express the conditional failure probability for the various 
multiplicity, linking event analysis to the estimation of CCF model parameters. The 
assessment of Impact Vectors is limited in this study as being done by one analyst 
only. The recommended QA practice emphasizes that the assessments should be 
done by two persons in parallel. 

CLM was used as parametric CCF model. It has proved to be a workable approach 
in highly redundant systems. An integrated implementation of Bayesian estimation 
method for CLM is a desired future development topic, including exploration and 
comparison of suitable apriori distributions. This would facilitate rigorous handling 
of typical practical situations of sparse data. 

The survey of international data and applications showed again the difficulty in 
comparing CCF event data and quantifications, partially because of incomplete 
publishing of event descriptions and analysis, and partially due to design differences 
that cannot be tracked for influence without sufficiently detailed information. 
Therefore, exchange of detailed materials would be highly desired to promote the 
developments.  

The CCF data being gathered in the ICDE for the control rods and drives are expected 
to provide help regarding broader access to event information. Application oriented 
information exchange and Benchmarking is also desired in order to cover the whole 
analysis process. 
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Acronyms and Abreviations 
BWR Boiling Water Reactor 
CCF Common Cause Failure 
CLM Common Load Model 
CRDA Control Rod and Drive Assembly 
FMode Failure Mode 
GClass Generic Failure Class 
I&C Instrumentation and Control 
ICDE International CCF Data Exchange 
IGSCC Inter-Granular Stress Corrosion Cracking 
NPSAG Nordic PSA Group 
PSA Probabilistic Safety Assessment 
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor 
RPS Reactor Protection System 
SKI Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate 
TDC Test and Demand Cycle 
TUD Information System for Reliability, Maintenance and Operation 

(Tillförlitlighet, Underhåll och Drift) 
TVO Teollisuuden Voima Oy 

SS Protection signal actuating fast reactivity shutdown by reactor scram 
V Protection signal actuating reactivity shutdown by screw insertion

Failure mode notations and acronyms for Generic Failure Classes are defined in the 
classification scheme, Table 3-2. 
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